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L Introduction

EU licensing law is part of the competition law lind must be 1D1derstood as the
equivalent of US lIntitrust law. It is important for the marketing of products in
particular with respect to the following situations:
-. for the. conclusion of distributionllndlor licensing ogreementsbet\veen Illl!J'lufac_-"'=turerslpatenteescllnd~distributorslli_s~fotAvhich-the~kn0\Vledgecof~thecbbund.------.~

.._--~-----

aries of contmctual freedom is necessary. The competition rules, Arts. 81 and 82 as
well as Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty which are interpreted as guaranteeing the free flow of
goods lind services, are part of the public order of all Member States lind ClIDDOt be
circumvented by a choice oflaw rule referring to a non-member country.
- for the enforcement of patents, trademarks, know-how or copyrights within the EU
which is governed by the principle of EU-wide exhaustion which means that one
lawful sale in one Member Country, i.e. normally a sale with approval of the right
holder, precludes any interference with the further distribution of the same products
by the right holder in another Member Stale.
For bbth areas an overwhelming number of cases decided by the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) exist which define the impact of approval or autJwrization'.
The treatment ofthe different industrial property rights will first of all be dealt with
under the viewpoint of the case law of the European Court of Justice on the free
movement ofgoods, lind then with tespect to the lawfidness oflicensing agreements
lind the most important contract clauses used therein. In this context also the group
exemption tegulations lind their significance for the drafting of agteements will be
discussed.
IL Case law of the ECJ on the enforcement of industrial property rights
- Applicability of Art. Art. 28, 30, 8S EC Treaty.

The general rules under Art. 28. 30 EC Treaty are that testrictions of the free
movement of goods lind services are only justified for the protection of industrial
and commercial property lind do not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination
nor a disguised testriction on trade between the Member States. Industrial property
rights which fiill under Art. 30 are patents, utility models, plant variety rights,
industrial designs, marks (trademarks lind service marks), trade-names, geographic
indication of source lind appellations oforigin2.
The most important doctrine developed by the European Court of Justice conceruing
the distinction between admissible and inadmissible imPOrt or export restrictions
was the diffetentiation between the existence lind exercise of industrial property
rights, where the existence of the right was guaranteed, but the. exercise could be
I From the penin"'tlitenlturesee Reimer. 12 IIC 493 (1981): Relschl, 13 n<;415 (1982);
Ubertazzi, 1984 GRUR lnt 327; Walter, in: Cnmish, CnpyrighJ in Free and Competitive
Markets; Korah,An Introductory Guide to EC Cnmpe;Uton Law, 3td ed.I986;

, Cf. Beier, Industrial Property and the Free Moveme1ll of Goods in. the InJenJoI
EuropeanMarket,21lIC 131, 145 (1990)
.
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regulated. In several decisions the Court has defined this doctrine. The typical
example of what the ECJ does not regard as belonging to ''the specific subject
mmta::. of a trademark or a patent was to stop parallel imports of genuine goods
whichhadbeenputinto commerce within the EU by the trademark. or patent owner
with his consenf.The later
law concentrated to a greater extent on the
clearer concept of improper use of industrial property rights, Which would be given
in case of discrimination or an artificial partition within the Common Market'. The
typical case ofanimprQper. "'"' of industrial property rights.consists in the attempt to
•.. ..¢orpe vet1iclilpriceltlainto=JllUlce and. distributiQn!lY~while .theiLmo~ 1Il!"__ ~
'~-~~~-'-~~~~~~----. and m8fn purpose consists in preventing the distribution of infringing goods'.

or

case

._~_.•_

, cr. Beier, Industrial Properry and the Fre.e Mavement of Goods in the Internol
EuropeonMarket,21 IIC 131,148 etseq.(l990)
• ECJ 14 IIC SIS (1983) • Kerulwopv. Nancy /(ean Gifis

rc:cilal 24

, See Beier21 IIC 131,152 (1990)
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1. Trademark and Competition Law
Since the firstdecisions on the free movement of goods under Arts. 28, 30 EC
Treaty were issued in the field oftrademark law, 1heyshaI1 be presente<l first.
a)Sireoa

OIl.e of the ~c decisions on~econ£9'!J?ffi:l:!l,!!oworl!Qodswas the Sirena
-+-~deCiSion6 whiCh conceme<l a case of parallel trademark licimses indifferent.countries of the EU. One of th~ li~s objected &gllinst the ilnportation into his
territory ofproducts originally marketed by one ofthe other licensees.

trademark been

The ECJ argued that if the right to the
has
~btained by con1ractuaI
"agreement among the parties concerned, Art ~l (I)EC Treaty is applicable, i.e.
market sbaringunder sub-par. (c) Ctlnstitutesa violation ofthe competition rules,
even if such agreements have beeIl entered into before the entry into furce. ofthe EC
Treaty.
.
For the delennination whether also a violation of Art. 82 ECTreaty is given. the fiI<:!. that a
.trademark can ba the basis fur an injunction against thin! parties is not SuffICient; it must fuither ba
axamined whether the prerequisit<s fur the application of Art 82 EC Treaty, namely a dominant
position, a misuse of this position and the possibility to interfere with the trade among Member
States. are given'.

b) Centrafarm v,," American Home Products·,

The trademark owner !lad marketed a pIIarnlaciluticalproduct in the Benelux
countries under a trademark Serestra, and an identical product in the UK under the
trademark Serenid. The defendant, CentrafilItn, hadPun:based the pharmaceutical in
the UK at a cheaper price and ~ld it in the Nethet;Iandsafter having changed the
name of the Serenid trademark to the one more familiar to Dutch consumers,
Serestra.
The defendant referred to Arts. 28, 30 Be Treaty and the principle ofthe free.flow of
goods. He relied on the. fuet thatth~ products had beeIl.marketed by the trademark
owner or with his consent, so that his rights were exhausted. TheCowt decided that
the defendant could not rely on. the appt'llvaI by the trademark own~, since the sale
had occured under a different trademark: The onIYreseryation which ~ ECJmade
g that if th~ differenttradetnarksin the countries of the
in the decision was a
EU were onIyused for the putpllse ofpartitioning thetJlllrkets, the rights granted
under Art 30 first sentence would be regarded as a disgnised restraint of trade.in the
sense of Art. 30 second sentence and thus would lead to a dismissal of an action for
an injunction·.

wamiIt

'1971 GRUR Int 278.

"Cf. for the different situation where the mark is owned by 'different entities within and
outside the Community ECJ 7IIC 275 (1976)· EMIICBS
'ECJ 10 IIC231 (1979)
'In the same sense abeady ECJ 711C 275 (1976). EMIICBS
SeiteS
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c) Hoft'mann-LaRodIevs. Centrafarm JO

~.

...

This case was the first in a row of cases which concerned the rep.ackaging of goods.
but with the same trademark, after a paI'D1lel importati0ll from. another country in the
EU. Centrafann bad purchased phannaceuticals manufactured by HoffinannLaRoche (Valium) from the Netherlands where those phannaceuticals bad been
repackaged after they bad been imported from the United Kingdom. Centrafann
fixed the trademark V(lli"", ~ll the Jll9(IIJ$ together with the ~stration numbers of
.__._.__ ~_...:.thenermanhealthJllltho!ities.lIIJdJInPorte<Lthe.products.into..GermanY,~While-the--~·~_·_· __ ~llriginalpackages purc:hasedQJntained 100 and 250 tablets respectively, the
.repackaged products ~ .sold in packages of1000 tablets.
The ECJ confirmed the injunction issued by the German Courts confirming that the
exercise of a trademark right is lawful under Art. 30 EC Treaty and is JlQt contraIy to
Art. 82 on the sole groUl)d.that it is the act of an undertaking ~joying a dominant
position on the market, If.the ~lIlll1'k right has not been used llS an instrument for
the abuse of such a position. The ECJ indicated however that a disguised restriction
on trade between member states may be given, if it is established that the use of the
tradeIIllll'k right having regard to the marketing system which the proprietor has
adopted, wiU contribute to the artificial partitioning of the markets between member
stales.

d) Recent Cases

More recent repackaging cases have been decided by the ECJ in three consolidsted
decisions Bristol-My~ SquibblBoehringerlBayer v. Paranova, Eurim Pbarm v.
BeiersdorflBoehringerlFarmitaiia and MPA Pharma v. Rhone-Poulenc",
The three cases all concerned imports of pharmaCeuticals into Denmltrk where the
importer bad entirely repackaged the products. and affixed the trademark of the
manufaclW'er.
.
The Court repeated its vie..... that the .trademark owner'srlgh\S are infringed when a
product is repackaged or a trademark re-affixed, except under specified and welldefined conditions. TheECJ held that an importer may only do so, if it is necessary
to permit importation and distribution within the importing country. Repackaging
will IIOt be allowed if simple affixatipn or.new labels or the addition of a new
package insert will suffice, In any casc: th~ trademark owner may object, if the
repackaging could impair the reputation of a trademark. The criteria applied seem to
be somewhat vague so that conflicting decisions of national Danish courts were the
result
.
e) Kaffee HAG
aa)HAGI
An important influence on the case law ofthe ECJ concerning the free flow ofgoods
in the field of trademark law has for a long time been the case Hag L It concerned a

situation of parallel trademarks in Germany and Belgium of a German trademark
10

ECJ 9 IIC 580 (1978)

II

ECJ 2811C 715 (1997).
Seitc6
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owner. The Belgian marks of the Gennan company Hag had been confiscated after
World War n and sold by the Belgian government to a third party which afterwards
assigned them to another company, Van Zuylen. In spite of the existence of those
former marks, the Gennan company started in 1971 sales under their identical
Gennan mark in Belgium. The Belgian trademark owner, Van Zuylen, initiated
proceedings against Hag AG and the Luxembourg regional court referred the case to
the ECJ for preliminary ruling. The ECJ de<:ided that it was incompatible with the
!Tee movement of goods to prohibit the marketing of a product legally bearing an
"'''''-'------.•..•••..•. ·identicalmarkifthatmarkhadthesameorigin.JL - - - - - - - - - - - - The reasons of the ECJ were that the enforcement of the trademark would lead to an
isolation of national markets, and although the indication of origin of a product may
. be regarded as useful, this could be ensured by means other than prohibition which
would affect the !Tee movement of goods.

bb)HAGll
Five years after that decision the Belgian company Van Zuylen was taken over by
the Swiss company Jacobs Suchard AG. A subsidiary of Jacobs Suchan!, Sucal,
started another five years later to import coffee from Belgium into Gennany, i.e. the
reverse situation of the first Hag case. This time Hag AG attacked Sucal. Hag
J,>.revailed before the Gennan courts, but the Federal Supreme Court referred the case
again to the ECJ for preliminary ruling.
The ECJ overruled HAG land stated that the doctrine of common origin does IIOt
constitute a legitimate rule of community law, since it would deprive a trademark of
its function to distinguish goods from those ofa competitor. Where trademarks have
been divided against the will of its. owner and in the absence of legal or economic
links each proprietor may oppose the importation of goods with the identical marks
within the territory of his own mark. The situation would be different, if there is a
"dependency through legal links", e.g. licensing mrangement by which one party
could control the use of the mark of another. As a result, the ECJ has given back to
the trademarks in the different countries of the EU their original function as an
industrial property right which can exclude the use by otherslJ •
The same result was reached in a case of a voluntary assignments of marks in the
Ideal Standard case14• The prohibition of imports by one of the paralle~ now
independent owners was IIOt regarded as a violation of Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty.
f)r+r
A Gennan company, a leading manufacturer for pharmacy furniture, had fOllnded
subsidiaries in different European countries, among them France. Over a period of
about ten years these companies had used the same company name with the
"ECJ 5 IIC 338 (19m - HAG
13 See for an ~ive commentary on the case Joliet, Trademark Law and /he. Free
Movement ojGoods: The Overruling ojthe Judgement in HAG t, 2211C 303 (1981). Cf.
also thereafter the. ldeol Stondard case fat a voluntal)' assignmen~ when: also an
importation under the same mark. was prohibited.

.. ECJ 1994 GRURInL614-1deaIStandani
Seite 7
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respective abbreviations and a common trading symbol ''r + r" IS. After the
.bankruptcy of the Gennan parent company and the other subsidiaries the only still

active company was the French subsidiary which already in the past during the c0existence of the German company had made deliveries into Germany. It continued
such sales also after the Gennan company had ceased its activities.

based.

A competitor filed actions for tmfair competition
on alleged confusion of
connonersunder § 3 of the Act Against Unfair Competition. The plaintiffs
~··_---_·_·_·_---····_-lltgumentwas·that·German-consumers-whointhe·majority-only·knew1he'German--~-_._--_._---_.-

company, would be misled as to the source of the products.. The Munich District
Court filed a request for a preliminaly ruJing to the ECJ, and the ECJ had to decide
whether the principle of free movement of goods took precedence over the national
rules ofunfair competition.
The defendant argued that the French company had lawfully used the company
symbol in France during the co-existence of the two companies and the fact that the
trademarks were of common origin would make the incorrect belief of German
consumers as to the origin of the products irrelevant The defendant aiso relied on
the fuet that it would constitute a discrimination if imports and sales from France
could be forbidden on the only ground of a different origin of the products. Citing a
long line of case law it was pointed out that the ECJ had repeatedly confinned the
principle that obstacles to free movement within the Community can only be
accepted if they are necessary in order to satisfy mandatory requirements relating to
the protection of public health, the filirness of commercial transactions and to the
defense ofconsumers'".
The ECJ primarily examined whether in the case of a purely national situation an
injunction would have been granted, e.g. if after the bankruptcy of a Gennan group
of companies two independent companies survive and consumers are allegedly
misled because the company in Northem Germany is selling in Southern Germany.
Since no such case could be cited bY the plaintifl; the ECJ declared that it was a
discrimination if a misrepresentation were· to be affirmed for a situation within
different member countries ofthe EU.
g)PaU

ThiS reasoning determined already the otherwise not comprehensible result in the
Pall case 17• The defendant in that case, an Italian company had used in Germany behind its trademark the notice ® which has always been held bY German courts to
constitute a deception of the consumer, if no trademark protection exists in

Germany. One of the reasons behind this case law was that German trademarks are
"16 DC7S1 (198S)-r+ rwith comment by Pagenberg Bl7S4.
16 This decision must be aiticized for several reasons: the Court fll'St ofall overlooked that
the defendant had anyway used a separate package for the product, a blood filter, with
Genoan explanations, so that he could have also removed the lZ or add a small reference
behind the «> to "11a1y". It is also questionable whelher the Court has taken otil",
consequences into account would also the patent registration in a country without
substantive examination· be sufrlCientto use the claim "patcnted" without fiJnher
specification even if a more severe deception ofthe consumer, for wholD a patented. product
has a greater quality indication than a1rlldemark, would result?

"20 DC 799 (1989) - PaO
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only registered after a thorough examination with severe requirements as to
distinctiveness VIilich is not the case·in a number of other countries. The ECJ came
to the conclusion that It is sufficient that trademark protection exists anywhere
within the EU, otherwise' separate packaging would be necessary for export
pmposes VIilich then would constitute a restraint oftrade between Member States.

_ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _

A decision which exemplifies another line of arguments ofthe ECJ with respect to
the principle of "free flo\V of goods" and th~ interpretation of Arts. 28,30 EC Treaty
does not belong to trademark law. It iuIs been cited in many later decisions as a
guiding principle: "Cassis de Dijon,,18 and also infjuenceddecisionsdea1ing with
. tradeJ1lllrks and unfait" competition Iaw..It concerned the impo1'llltiqn ofa liq~r from
France into Germany with an alcohol content between 15% and 20010. The German
government.agency for the control of alcoholic beverages enjoined the importation,
because the alcohol content \V8S notin ~ormity with German law. The importing
company attacked this decision and the
went to the ECJVIilich had to decide on .
the consumerprotecting effect of the German law, one of the exceptions of Art. 30.

case

The Gennangovenment had argued
the lo~ alcohol percentagesVlilich are
allowed in France may lead to alCOllolic consumption\Vithoutany noticeable effect
the beginning, so thatllicohol drinking <;an become a habit Therefore the German
law VIilich requires bigher alcohol percentages protects the helI1th ofthe consumers.
The Court did not accept these arguments in view of the filet that the consumer is
confronted with a great variety of alcoholic beverages and that be also drinks some
higher percentage beverages diluted with \VlIler or other soft. drinks. Therefore the
import prohibition constitutes a viollltion of Art. 28 EC Treaty.

\hat

The rule laid down by the Court in this decision was thst if a product is lawfully
marketed in a Member State, It <;an ~Iy circulate in all other countries if there are
. no urgent and high-rallkillg considerations for the protection of consumers VIilich
justifY restrictions. A relationship with the exhaustion principle exists insofar as the
criterion in "Cassis de Dijon" is equal1ythe lawfulness of the first marketing in one
of the Member Countries VIilich determines the free flow of goods throughout the
Community'".
i)Keck
In a later decision20 the ECJ has limited the "Cassis de Dijon" doctrine by refusing 10
apply Art. 28 EC Treaty 10 national rules concerning sales methods ("sel1ing
arrangements") if they apply 10 all competitors on the market A restriction of the
free flow of goods is only given (and its admissibility must be justified by public
interest), if the restrictions concern the presentation of the goods as such, i.e. their
"EO 11 nC357 (1980)-Cassis de Dijon
"Cf. alsoECJ 2111C 692 (1990) -Import ofPhannaoeutieals, forllle private importation
ofdrugs by an individual

"'EO of241'1ovember 199325 nC414 (I994)-Keck.
Seite 9
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weight, get-up, packaging or labeling, but it is not of concern tm(!er European law
whether proouets are offerel1 at rebates or with a specific form of advertisement.
This decision has rel1uced to some extent the increasing mnnber of applications for
preliminary ruling on the basis ofnational unfair competition laws.
j) The Silhouette Case

A cliscussion on .the scope of trademark rights an(! the questi0Jl of exhaustion has
starIeli after the (!ecision by the ECJ in the Silhouette C.IlSe. This was referre(! to the
ECJ by the Austrian Supreme Court fora preliminary ruling tm(!er Art. 177 on the
interpretation of Art. 7 of the Harmonization Directive21 •. Art. 7 provi(!es for an
exhaustion of rights for goOOs which have been marketOO by the proprietor or with
his consent in the European Community or in the European Economic Area.

Silhouette manufactures high price spectacles which are markete(! world-wi(!e an(!
are normally sol(! by the prOOucer to opticians. Hartlauer, the (!efen(!ant in this case,
is a low-price chain of clistributors, which is not being supplie(! by Silhouette
because of its low price policy. Silhouette sol(! ca. 20.000 out-of-fashion spectacle
frames to Bulgaria for export in that country. The agreement with the Bulgarian
export prohibition to the European Union. Hartlauer then
company containe(!
purchase(! those spectacles an(! re-importe(! them into Austria. Silhouette attacke(!
an(! aske(! for a preliminary injunction before the Austrian courts. arguing that these
spectacles ha(! not been commercialize(! within the EU with the consent of the
trademark owner:

an

Silhouette lost in two instances an(! file(! an appeal on theJaw to tIie Austrian
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court acknowle(!ge(! that no Consent of the trademark
. proprietor was in fact given. It examine(! the scope of Art. 70fjhe Harmonization
Directive and indicated that in view of the former principle of international
exhaustion in Austrian law it staye(! the proceedings and referred the case to the ECJ
with the following question
Is Article 7 (/) ofthe First Council Directive of2 J December 1988 to approxiltUJ1e the
laws ollhe member states relating 10 trademarks to be interpreted as meaning that the
trademark. emilles tIS proprietor to prohibit Q third party fromilsing the markfor
goods which have been put on the market under that mark. in a state which is not
contracting state?J1.

Art. 7:(1) The trademark shall nol entitle the proprietor to prohibit its use in relation to goods which
have been put on the market in the community under that tra4emark by the proprietor or with his

21

consent
(2) Par. 1 shall not apply where there exist legitimate reasons for the proprietor to oppose fiJrther

commercialization afthe goods. especially where the condition afthe goods is changed or impaired
after they have been put on the market.
22 The

second question submitted to the ECJ by the Austrian Supreme Court reads as follows:

2. May the proprietor ofthe trademark on the basis of Art. 7 (1) ofthe Trademark Direcrive alone seek
an order that the third party ..... using the trademark goods which have been put on the market under
that mark in a state which is not 8 contract state?
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The Ee] agreed with the majority in the literature and the EU govemmel1tsllswelJ as
the Advocate General and argued that it is the purpose of the Directive to safeguard
the functioning of the internal market, and that different exhaustion rules would give
rise to barriers to the free movement of goods. It therefore affirmed the principle of a
European-)VideexhauStion for trademarks in the EU23•
:;

"Cf. Also Federal GOI1l18ll Supremo Court 30 IIC 210 (1999)-Moxitil for a repackagiog case. and French
Supremo Court 30 IIC 325 (1999)-Ocean Pacific
Seite 11
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.2. Patents
a) Sterling DI1Ig/Negnun n
One of the landmark cases in patent law was the decision Sterling nrug24 Which
confinned the application ofthe exhaustion rule established in former tradCIllllrlc and
patent decisions. In this case the patent owner Sterling Drug had patents in several
member countries, and the pharmaceutical product Which waS manufactured mder

I

~_·_-'_··"-~·_'_·~--'·--~~f5~~l=~g~~;~~~~~--"~-~'~~'-'--..I
marketing and licensing within the BU, therefore it is interesting to cite some
exceIJlts from this decision":
It is clear from Art. 36 (sic), in particular its second sentence, as well as from
the context, that whilst the Treaty does not qfJect the existence of rights
recognized by the legislation ofa Member State in matters of industrial and
commercial property, yet the exercise of these rights may nevertheless,
depending on the circumstances, be qfJected by the prohibitions ofthe Treaty.
In as much as it provides an exception to One of the fUndamental principles of
the Common Market, Art. 36 in fact only admits derogations from the free
movement of goods where such derogations are justified for the purpose of
sofeguarding rights which constitute the specific subject matter of this property.
A derogation from the principle ofthe free mavement ofgoods is not justified
where the product has been put on the market in a legal manner, by the
patentee himself cr with his consent, in the Member State from which it has
been impcrted, in particular in the case ofa proprietcr ofa parallelpatent.
The result of the grant of a (sales) license in a Member State is that the
patentee can no longer prevent the sale of the protected product throughout
the Common Market,36.

The exhaustion theory as applied by the ECJ is founded in that the patent right is a
reward to the patent owner for his inventive efforts and further gives him the right to
take action against infringers27• The ECJ's position is that the amount of the reward
is not essential, since it is up to the patent owner to decide where and how he
exploits his patent It is criticized that thereby the ECJ reduces the monopoly of the

"ECJ 6 IIC 102 (J 97S).
" 6 IIC p.l06
" Cf. the same arguments in case of. proteded design EO 14 DC SIS (1983) •
KeurlwopINancy Keon Gifts: only if the right owner has no influence on marketing in
BIlother Member State, no exhaustion is given
27 Recital 9 of the decision; see for BIl overview of the case IawMBumSide,l993 les
NouveUes 107.
Seite 12
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patent owner to the simple opportunity of profitable _28. A different situation is
only given in the case of paralleliInports from third colUltries which ,can be
prosecuted by the patent owner based on his patent rights.29
b) TyJosin

...

~-,-,_._,-,--,~,

In the Tylosin case30 the patentee l1el<1 a patent in the UK and in Gennany. He had
consented to the marketing o[bis I'!'.Q!IJl.!llli,.pbaunacl:uticals,inthe1JICwhichatthat..~~._._,--_.,-----'
~'~--'~--timewas'not yetamembeJ- of the Common Market. From the UK part of the
products were exported • without consent of the patentee - to Italy where then no
patent protection was available, and part to Holland where patent protection would
have been available
,the patentee lJad not applied for. Whenproduets from those
two colUltries were imported' into Gennany the patentee requested an injWlction for
patent infringC1l1ent

but

The German SupremeCourt{BQll)found ,that the patentee was entitled to an
injlUlcti01l against the iInportation ()f the products, because the initial commercialization for which a col1SCJ1t had been given, had occurred outside the EU and therefore
could not result in an exhaustion.
One could also assume from this decision that a consent cannot be pres1llIled, if a
patentee does not seek patent protection in a COlUltty although such protection
would have been available". From Arts. 32 and 81 of the Luxembourg Convention,
which is not yet in fOrce, the conclusion is anyway drawn that the approval by the
paten~ has to be an express approval, namely to ,market in the territorial ,limits of
the license contracfl.
c) Merck

()Il the basis of ~e ex!uuJstilln rule as explaine<lPefore, another decision could not

come as a swprise, namely in the case of Merck33 • ,At the time when
pharmaceuticals were not yet patentable in Italy the patent owner Merck, with
patents in ail other colUltries of the Community, had manufactured the patented
product also in Italy and sold it there at a considerably lower price than in the
COlUltries with patent prot~tion. ,The pnxlucts were purchased in Italy by a
competitor and imported into the Netherlands where patent protection existed.

"ct: KOraIl. p.87
, "For the entire problem see Loewenheim, Report FIDE, Dublin 1980.
"BGH 811C64 (1977)- Tylosin

" That this could also lead to a prohibition of importation within the EU foltO Italy wh~
no patent protection was available to Germany as headnote 3 suggests, was later overruled
by the Merckdecision ofthe ECJ.
" Ullrich, InreOeChial Property, p. 530; the review; Demaret, Patents. TmiJoriaJ
&strictions and EC Law, 2 IIC Studies 97 (VCH WeinheimlNew York 1978; also
Hanseatisches Oberlandesgerich~ 20 IIC 213 (1989)· Bandaging MareriaJ.

"Eel 13 JIC 70 (1982)
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The Court tuled that a proprietor of a patent who sells 1IIe preparation himself in a
market of ano1her member state, even ..if no patent protection exists 1IIere, is
prevented from enforcing his patent rights, if 1IIe same prpducts are later marketed
by parallel import in an01ller member country where patent protection exists. It
follows from 1his decision that 1IIe decisive eriterion is not 1IIe existence of patent
protection in the COWltty of first sale, but only and exclusively the consent of the
patent owner or his licensee to 1IIe marketing ofthe prpduct in question.

e) Allen & Hanbury's

Adifferent result was obtained in a case ofa license ofright. JieJ'e thC!'ECJ tuled in
favor of free trade. According to 1IIe decision, the patentee was restrained from
acting against imports from 01ller Member States, because the license was only
granted fur one prpducer within his state. The ECJ considered it irrelevant1hat the
product was manufactured in a COWltty wi1ll0uta patent, since 1IIe .importer,
following 1IIe declaration ofwillingness to grant a license by patentee, had atteIl1pted
to obtain a license37•
.
f) Maize Seed

TJ1e last patent decision to be presented does not concern a case of exhaustion but of
license contract admissibility and enforceability, in particular as to territorial
exclusivity clauses.
According to 1IIe decision of 1IIe ECJ Maize Seed" which influenced to a large
extent 1IIe contents of 1IIe former Group Exemption Regulation for Patent Licensing
"171IC357 (1986)· Pharmon
" recital 20, 25 BlId 26

"See Blok, 13IIC 729, 743(1982); Osterberg, 12 IIC 442 (1981).
37

See ECJ 19IIC 528 (1988). License ofRight, ; see also Brown, XXVI Les Nouvelles

1991,145.
" 17 DC 362 (1986)
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Agreements (GER (patents», the predecessor of the GER (fechnology), one bas to
distinguish in the future between so-called "open exclusive licenses" .and exclusive
"licenses with absolute. territorial protection". In an opell ,exclusive ~~11SC the
exclusivity of the license relates only to the contractual relationship between the
patent owner and the licensee' and the licensor only lll:Cepts th~ obligation not to
grant any further licenses fur the same territory or, not to .competewith the licensee
in the territory. In contrast the license with absolute territorial protection is an
~ent.b~'~~~~~tl>~tl1'_C9n~ !!!!eDdto exclude all £Q~tio!LL"
----·--~---~-~------_;_thirdPartiesfor
the respective goOds in the licensed territory, e.g. thlit of parallel
importers or licensees in other territories.
.
Although the "Maize Seed" decision did not concern a patent license agreement, but
protection rights fur seed species, it is the ~~g that the legal
principles for patent licensing are to ~ applied in the same
AtteI1tion is
drawn to the fuel that in accordance with the ECJ. the applicability oLtheRome
... Treaty is not. dependent upon proof that a ~ven contract bas actually
the
trade witbinthe European Union buttnereitthat the &greeIIl~1 is c:aPilble of
ll,llpreciably affecting the intracommunity trade .

manner.":

affected

The first situation (open exclusive license) according to the ECJ is compatible with
Art 81 (I) EC Treaty, if by this agreell1entthe distribution of Ile\V technPlogy is
.enbanced. However, the granting. of absolute. territorialprotec!i0nillcltllling a
artificial mainleJ1an~pf separate
prohibition of parallel imports results in
national markets which is incompatible with the Rome TrelIty41. 1bus anY means to
.prevent parallel imports are inadmissible. Initially .the questiP~ whether licensees
could be subjected to an export prohibition for the 1lIlI1'k.ets ofthe other licensees was
not. unequivocally clear because the reasons of the ECJ decision contain
contradictorystatements42•

an

The rules ofthe "Maize Seed" decision can be summarized as fullows:
(a) The licensor may agree to the obligntion not to exploit the licensed
invention in the licensed territory or part thereof"3;
(b) The licensee can agree to the obligation not to use or produce the patented

article or process outside of the licensed territory" 48.

.

"cr. Cawthra, p. 44
.. see Eel, 91IC473 (1978)· Miller ]nremaJiona/.
41

42

See recital S3-etseq. ofthe decision.
Cases decided by the European Commission against exclusive licenscsimd export

prohibition clauses .... particularly Davidson Rubber 3 IIC 528 .(1972) and Raymond
Nagoya 1972 OJ. L 143,39.

... cr. Alt.1 (1)2GER (exclu$ive \I$e clause).
.. cr. Art. I (I) 3, 4 GER.
... Thi$ can abo apply to 1IIe so-caIledpwe know-how 1icci1ses,'" EiuopeanConlmission. 19860JL. L SG-BoussoislInterpane.This however doeis.'not hold when~_ ~1he
Windsw:fU1gcase,1he licensee WlI$ forbidden to manuW:wre in a paIonl·ftee country.
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(c) The6eeosee may also promise not to pursue sales actIVities in the territory
of .other 6eensees, and parti~larly not to engage in lldvertistng specifically
aimed at those territories. or not to have a sales ofljcjl, etc.";

maY

(d) The 6een""
agree to an obligation 6mited to five years not to make
any direet sales into the territory ofother 6censees4'7;

~.~ ....•. ~~~~.~._ ..~~_~_~ . ~~~_.(e)~Aeeording-.o.the-'El1ropean-'eollrt.suCh..,.C!b6gations·:ilf~the~6censee,..e~~
prohibited, under which also the customers of the .6censee are subject to an
export prohibition with respect to other countries of the European Union,
because this amounts to a violation of ArtS1 (I) EC Treaty.....

For •the European' ColJ!lniss1bn the COnlracmaJ prevention of pamIIel imports
(absolute territorill! protection) constitutes a "serious infringement' of the Rome
Treaty, which js generally ~ject to a fine".· If the export prohibition however
~lates to countries outside of the EuroP=' Union,ArL 81 (I) does not apply,
although few decisions exist for this situationso.
The consequence of the ."Maize Seed" decision for .theterritoryof the European
Union is that in spite of the granting o( territoriallY exclusive licenses, pamIIel
imports cannot be prevented 7llt least not without time funits - on the· basis of the
excl~ve ~r of the li~. Thus if the first sale occurs with the consent of
the patent oWner or his licensee' an exhaustion of the patent throughout the
European Union takes place: An exhaustion of the:patent, however, does not take
. place, if the initial placing.int<>. C(lIDII1ercefJCCurs outside of the. European UnionSI •
An exhaustion also does not fJCCur if articles covered by the patent are placed into
commerce by an inftinger or by a licensee exceeding his right ofexploitation~ .

.. cr. An. I(I) 5 GER.
"cr. An. 10) 6 GER (Patents).
.. See recital II and IS, and An. 3 (3) of1ll0 GER (Technology)
049 See European Commission in the case Sandoz SpA. where the term "exponprolubited"
printed on the invoices to the customer was penalized with a fine of 800.000 ECU: press
release of1ll0 European Col1U11 ission.1987 IP 284.

" cr. ElII'Opean Commission, «; lie 480 (1975) - Kabelme/Q/-Luchaire.
" For such a case under national law see Gonnan Supreme Court (BGH) 8 lie 64 (1977):
1)Ilosin.

" Regarding exhaustion in general see Ullrich, lntelkctua/ Property, p. 525 et seq. who
noles
,t is not 1110 811)ounl which Plllenlee receives when fust entering 1110 nuuket which
is impot1an, but only 1110 fact.lhat ho has given his approval for 1IIis. In his opinion. it
should be additionally examined whether 1he refiIsal 10 give approval, i.e. a restriction
agreed 10 in 1110 license conttael, was legally binding under Arts. 28, 30 and 85.

that
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3. Copyright Law
In a number of copyright cases the exhaustion principle was applied, although there
existed originally some doubts whether Arts. 28,30 ECTreaty are also applicable to
copyright law.

a)Polydor
_.~---~~--------~~- ~-·-OiieofthefiiSfaeciSionSiiii1ie-netaorcopyrlglifJawwasthePoiydor-case'3:Arecold
producer, Deutsche GramoJ:iton (DO), produced records in Germany which it

distributed in other member countries through subsidiaries. One of the subsidiaries was
Polydor S.A. in France. DO had concluded licerise agreements with its SUbsidiaries
which also provided forprice maintenance clauses. DG attacked the sale ofrecOrds by a
German company which marketed re-inJported records at a: cheaper price than the
original Polydor price in France.
After having examined Arts. 81 and 82 ECTreaty the Court applied Art. 30, the
exception from the principle guaranteeing the ftee flow of goods, which does not apply
if the right enforced constitutes a disguised and arbitrary restraint of trade. The Court
used the distinction between the substance of a commercial protective right which is not
affected by the Treaty, and its exercise under national legislation of the membl:r states
which can full under the prohibitions contained in the Tn:aty. The restrictions of the
ftee movement of goods according to the Court are omy justified in order to protect the
so-called specific subject ofownership of industrial property rights. It follows from this
principle that a prohibition which is exercised with the approval of the copyright owner,
although the product in question was first marketed in another Member State , would be
regarded as a discrimination and a concealed restriction on trade betWeen Member
States. This.decision therefore for the first time aflirmed the application of the
exhaustion principle with respect to copyrights~5~.
b)Wamer
More refined rules were developed by theECJ in another parallel inJport case56•
Warner Brother$ was the copyright owner for a film which was sold on video in the
. UK where renting of cassettes, video and audio,· is laWful. A Danish inJporter bought
the cassettes in the UK, inJported them to Denmark and rented it to customers, although
letting or renting of works protected by copyright law is subject to the authori7,.ation of
the copyright owner in Denmark. The defendant was of the opinion that the laWful
marketing in England renders the renting ·IaWful under the· Same conditions as in the
counlly of origin.

"ECl21lC429 (1971)- Polydor
S4

See also the announcement of the Commission concerning the application of the. competition rules to

copyright agreements. 1982 OJ EC No.6 p33
SS

The opposite result.· i.e. the granting ·of an injunction 8g8insf i~ports of records from a Jlon~member
was confirmed by the Eel iothe "Bee Gees lr case, 1311C499 (1982)
.

COUDtIy

"EClI9I1C666(1988)-Hiring-OU/o!Y"uieo-cassettes
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The Court first of all examined whether the national rules apply to imported products
and nationally produced products alike, which was the case. It furthermore affirmed the
view that there was a separate market for the renting of video cassettes and the market
for sales. It also recognized that the question Ilfrenting of cassettes has become an
important fiIctor for the generation of income for copyright owners. If therefore a
remuneration could only be claimed for the sale -to private end-eonsumers or to renting
fums -, the film producer would be unable to obtain an adequate remuneration, so that
he should be able to control such renting and claim adequate payment".
Therefore, if such rules on renting of cassettes have been introduced in a country, they
.must be regarded as important for the protection of commercial and industrial property
in the sense of Art 30 EC Treaty. The argument that the copyright holder can in
principle freely choose where to market his products, so that an exhaustion must be
assumed if he markets the product in a country without such renting rules, was not
regarded as relevant by the Court. If in such a case an exhaustion occurred, rules in
other member states which control renting would be totally voided, if the copyright
owner could not make renting dependent on his approval. Less protective rules in other
member states would have no influence on such a sitoatillD.
It follows that although normally authorization by the rightholder has the consequence
that the rights are exhausted, this is nut the case if the rights which are to be enforced
either serve the interest of the consumers against deception or are qualified as essential
for the protection of industrial property rights as such.
e)GEMA

A similar approach as in the preceding cases was taken in the GEMA caseSl• Audio
cassettes and records were imported from other Member Countries into Germany
containing musical works protected under copyright law. In the respective countries of
origin licenses had been granted for the reproduction and distribution, and royalties had
been paid under the schedule of the respective countries. The German collecting society
GEMA had attacked several ofthe distributors and asked for royalties under the German
schedule, at least in the amount of the difference betWeen the foreign royalties and the
German schedule. In the first instance before the German Court the latter was of the
opinion that an exhaustion in the different countries outside Germany had not occurred
.so that the claim for a royalty difference was justified.
Again the Court applied the exhaustion principle and examined whether the records and
tapes had been law1.iJlly marketed in the country of origin with approval and authori7ation of the rightholder. In the hearing before the ECJ the French government argued
that the exhaustion decisions on trademarks and patents cannot be applied to copyrights.
The Court seemed to agree that a different approach would probably be warranted for
cases where the droit moral is an issue. However, in case of commercial licenses for
copyrighted works, the ECJ affirmed the common cluu:acter of copyright and other
commercial property rights. The fact that licenses are on the one hand a source of

"More rigid niles in favor of Ibe copyright owner apply with respect to Ibe licensing of software which
can be controlled e.g. with respect to copying and leasing, see A.Bertrand, Le Droil d'AuJeur ., Ies Droits
Voisins, Paris,l991, at p.537 etseq.
"20 fiC 526 (1989)
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income for the author and on the other, hand allow a control over the form of
distribution; also speaks in favor ofthe application of Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty.

-~~~,.,-.~~~~-._--~,.-

Accordingly, it follows 1hat a collecting society which acts in the name of the copyright
holder cannot oppose imports of protected works which have been sold with the
authorization of this same author. The fact 1hat a claim fora difference of royalty does
not prevent the sale but only increases the royalty rate in favor of the author was not
re~.as"!p-~ eval!JlltionJ!y the C&wt.,The,EG,J,indicat!l!LtbaLtheJl'ils~i$,f9rJl.lclu
"claim i$ an infringement of copyright law and presupposes the enforcement ofexclusive
rights; it thereby limits the free flow ofgoods. In particular the fact 1hat such a claim by
a private party would lead to a partitioning ofthe markets which the EC Treaty wants to
abolish was regarded as an important aspect ofthe case.
The Court rejected the claims ofGEMA by indicating 1hat differences between national
laws cannot lead to barri~ between the different Jriember countries. Also, and here the
argument is in contradiction to the Warner decision; the Court argued 1hat the author bas
the choice how and where to market copies of his work by taking into account the level
of remuneration which he ,will obtain in the different countrie~;
d)SACEM
In another decision concerning the French Collecting Society SACEMthe Court
distinguished the situation in France from the German GEMA case (without however
referring to it) and allowed the additional charging of a~mechanical reproduction fee"
for the public performance of,recorded music which is charged >in addition JO the
performance fee. The ECJ did not regard this supplementary fee asa violation of Arts.
28, 30 EC Treaty although such a fee was not known in the Member Country in which
the sound carrier was first put into COmmerce. Its reason was 1hat the fee was not
charged for the mere importation but for a separate act, namely the public performance.

The Cowt also rejected the allegation 1hatthecharging ofsuch a fee could constitute a
violation of Art 82 EC Treaty inspite ofthe monopoly position of SACEM"".

e)EMI
A complementaIy decision to the Polydor case was issued 18 years later in the case of
EM! Electrola6l •
This case concerned the importation of records fronr Denmark into Germany. The
records had first been marketed in Denmark by a third party, however without violating
the law, since the protection period had already expired in Denmark. In Germany the
copyright was still valid so 1hat the question arose whether the enforcement of the
German copyright law constituted a restraint of trade and a violation of Arts. 28, 30 EC
Treaty.

59 See for a similar case the decision of the Belgian Cour de Cassation of 9 April 1981 • floJrenerport,
Cass.19811879
'

"ECJI9 IIC 368 (1988)· Copyright Manage""'nt
" EC/21 I1C 689 (I990)·EMI
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The ECJ referred to its case concerning the royalty difference62 and the fact that in that
case sales abroad bad occurred with the express consent of the copyright owner, so
that the exhaustion rule bad to be applied. However, in the EM! case the situation was
opposite, because sales abroad bad occurred without the consent of the copyright
owner. The difference between national legislation as to the "protection period bad to
.be accepted by the EC Treaty in the present, not-yet-perfectsituation of harmonization among member states. The Court argued that the period ofprotection is insepsra<i . ' ble from the existence ofthe right as such, and since there were no iJulicatioJ!l' that_the ~_~~
,-,~---,,-------_-c'~"C-"-copynglirownerexerCise,rmsn8hTWitli
discriminBtJiiii;"iiD injunction was justified63•
f)Imerco
The iJnportance of the content of approval by the right bolder was finally clarified in
the Imerco Anniversary case6l• The Court repeated its often repeated doctrine that a
right holder is not entitled to prohibit, on the basis of a copyright Or trademark, the
sale of an article within its territory if such article was marketed in the country of
origin by the proprietor of such copyright or trademark right, or with his authorization.
The basis for this decision was, as mentioned before, Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty.
The case concerned a Danish company, Imerco, which bad bought for its SOth
anniversary pottery from a fumous British company on which the anniversary was
mentioned on 1he back ofplates, cups etc. Because of the high quality standard which
Imerco w;mted to have applied; ca.. one 1housand complete sets were selected as unfit
for. sale, because 1hey were of inferior quality. The British and the Danish companies
agreed that 1hese sets could be marketed by 1he British company wi1h the exception of
the Scandinavian countries.
A competitor of Imerco purchased 300 of 1hose sets and sold 1hem at a cheaper price
in Denmark. After an injunction bad issued in the first instance, 1he second instance
requested a preliminary ruling by 1he ECJ. In the proceeding before 1he ECJ the EC
<::ommission repeated its opinion that Art. 30 also comprised copyright law. Where
1he author's work was represented in an' article sold on 1he market, the copyright
a11hough not mentioned in Art. 30, should be treated 1he same way as an industrial
property right mentioned in Art. 30. Similarly as wi1h o1her industrial property rights,
the exhaustion principle should apply to copyright law in case of a lawful sale within
one of1he member countries of1he EC.
Irrespective of1he fact whe1her 1he copyright owner au1horizes a sale only wi1h effect
for one or a few member states, the copyright is exhausted wi1h 1he first lawful sale in
view of 1he fact that the Community must be regarded as a uniform economic area.
Therefore, any territorial limitation for parts of the Community must be regarded as
irrelevant. Even the additional fact that in 1he case decided sets sold in 1he UK and
1hose sold originally in Denmark were of a different quality, should be regarded as
irrelevant. The fact that 1he trademark was used by 1he trademark owner himself for
"20 nc 526 (1989) - GEMl
OJ The same n:suh applies, if the first sale, although with approval of the right holder, oUlSide the
Community: Eel 13 IIC 499 (1982) - Bee aeeslUPo!ydor, as to the exhaustion principle applied to
softwareagreemetns see A.IlertnInd, I.e Droit d'Auteurel Ies Drails Voisins, Paris 1991. p. 536 et5eq.

"1211C 831 (1981)
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different qualities excluded his right to interfere in the
after a first lawful sale.

IIlarke~

of suph products

This view of the Commission was confJImed by the Court with practically the same

arguments. It interpreted the exhaustion rule.in the same waY lIS the Commission,
namely that an authorization by the rightholder cannot territorially. be limited and
therefore has effect for the whole Community6S.
.

.~~..~~~~~ ....• ~~~~ .. ~c~In.addition.toithe'eases~ited.abo"<:'on~otheI"ruliJlg·ofthe~is'of·in~whereit~~'·"·
held that the refusal to grant a license66 conCerned the specific object of the right
under the design laws, i.e. its existence. Onlyip~ of a doIninant lIlar~et position
. the result could be.different and Art. 82 regarded lISlIpJlli~I~.
4. The Exhaustion Doetrine

From the above case law one can derive a definition o( exhaustion which is
applicable for all industrial property rights, namely that a product has been put into
circulation in another member state in intra community trade by the owner himself
or by a third party with his consen!"'. It has no influence whether the owner has
received by the marketing of the product his "due reward to his creative activity", as
had been put forward in the past by some authors and also the ECJ in some
decisions. If one speaks of consent or the putting of products onto the market68 , the
exhaustion occurs only with the sale of the individual product by the licensee or the
patentee"'. The grant of a license as such does not influence the status of products
only manufactured Even if products are manufactured by the licensee, but the latter
bas not complied with the contractually agreed approval procedure. an exhaustion
cannot occur and the products can be attacked by the licensor by way of an
infringement procedure.
The ECJ has confirmed the relevance of consent as the only decisive criterion also in
a case of a compulsory license for a patent by arguing that the.marketing under such
a license occurs without the consent of the pstent holder70• As some authors have
explained, the pstent holder cannot be deprived of his right to decide freely upon the
conditions under which he wants to market his product, therefore the criterion
cannot be whether the marketing in the first country was legal as such'1. It cannot be
~ The opposite result in the case of a design import for which however no consent was given by the
righ.holder: ECll4 IIC SIS (1983) - KeurlroopINancyKean G(fIs.
"Volvo case: 1988 ECR6232 reci1al7
" Beier 21 IIC 131. lSI (1990). The exhaustion principle was no' included in", the
TRIPS Asreemen~ cf. Art 6 TRIPS.
.. Cf.lererny Brown. ErhausJion ofRights in the Community, 1991 Ies Nouvelles 145.
146
.. Cf. BGH 29 IIC 207 (1998)-Brochure Rack, where k was examined whether the iiCOlIS!'
covered embodiments with certain features which were notall delivered by the paten~. .
"ECl17 JlC iS7 (1986) - Pharmon v. Hoechst

"Dematet, 18 JlC 161 (1987)
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decisive either Wlder which conditions, fuir or Wlfuir, a compulsory license has been
granted, since at any mte the patentee had not granted his consent.

SlImmarizing the !llISe law ofthe ECJ it can be stated .that

- parallel imports within the EU can no longer be prevented based on national
iIld,~trial.propl!J'ty.righ~if.the.firstsaJe.9celll'l'Cd.witbinone:9LtI!.eMember
.-.----.----~--~,i"'''''::·'"ClllfDtries OflliiEIJlVtn.ilie approvllIofiiie right owner;---'
•.
- ··the competition I'\IIl¥'of ~e EC Treaty regulate only the exercise of industrial property rights, not their existence";
- a product which bas been lawfully marketed under the laws of one Member
Country can free1y circulate within the entire Community if no mandatory
rules for safety, Pllblic bea~b or theproteetion of eonsumersare at stake73•

n ECl20 IIC 64 (1989) YONo _reci1al7,similarly ECl20 IIC 186 (1989)- JUmau/t
n ECI 19 IIC 232 (1988) - PuriJy Requirementfor Beer; 21 IIC 695 (1990) -Import of
MeaJ Products; 21 IIC344 (1990)-Deep,+oze. Yog/lurt
.
.
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m. Art. 81 EC Treaty and the exemption rules for license agreements
- Exemption by categories of agreements While Arts. 30 IlDd 36 concern the free flow of goods within the Community and
.. prohibit restraints of trade between Member. Sta~, eJ<:cept where such restraints are
juStified on the basis of industrial property rights, Art. 81 (I) concernscontractuai
ilgJeemenls and concerted practices between companies which may influence trade
between Member States. This provision therefore concerns the relationship between

~~~---_·~~---~~--------::;l=::!=~:~:S~~~f:oo~:~~r~--~----With respect to the first condition of Art. 81 EC Treaty, IUIme1y that the
contract concluded must be sufficiently important in order to influence
competition In the Common Market, the Announcement with respect to
Agreements of Minor Importance has to be taken into account". The Announcement dermes minor importance as. a market share of less than 5%
for the total market of the products in question with a turnover of the
contractual partners below 300 million E:CU. These numbers are examined at the very moment when the competitive situation is examined by
the Commission, not on the Wite of the. conclusion of the contract. If a
product becomes successful, the parties therefore have to watch whether
the competition rules become applicable at a later date.
The second condition, lUlmely that the trade between Member Countries
must be affected was in the past nearly always given according to the
Commission where .sales had an international aspect. Here the
Commission will not examine the effect of the individual clause upon
.
competition, but the contract in its entirety.
Under the more recent practice of theECJ the above two-steP test has been
mitigated by the ECJ which thereby has somewhat mised the threshold for the
applicability of Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty. There are now two conditions which must
both be present before a specific contract needs an exemption.
The· first test is whether the cwnulative e/feet of similar agreements of the licensor
would make it more difficult for competitors to enter the market; a further barrier is
that the individual agreement under examination must by itself contribute
significantly to the distortion of competition. If these two points can be denied, the
agreement does not fall under Art. 8 I. The latter point would take into account the
market power of the contracting parties and the duration ofthe agreement7',
It nevertheless remains a double hurdle

.. c the per se effect of an individual clause which is regarded as IlDti-competitive by
the practice of the EU Commission as will later be explained, like tie-ins, customer
exclusivity etc.
"Notificalion ofthe Commission of12 september 1986,amended 1994 OJ. C 368120
" See with more details Bay, EC Competition Law and Software IPRs, 9 Computer Law
and Practice 176,1993.
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- as well as the ovelll!l evaluation of the entire contract
which does not always make it easy to enforce protective rights in Europe although
such enforcement woUld be totally lawful under the rule of reason ofAmerican law.
For the individual contract this means that one cannot rely on a benevolentevaluation in case of conflict, but has to submit the contract for. individual exemption
whenever an anti-competitive
is contained in the contract, or ;It least for
_.~~Lbnegative •..clearance.cif.. no.-automatic·.exemption-through~one-··of-thec;exemption---~~
regulations is given76.

clause

If no exemption regulation applies and without a voluntary notification of the
contract to the EU Commission the parties of such an agreement. must even fear

heavy fines for the violation ofthe competition rules.
1;

Distribution Agreements

Since many areas of contract clauses and distribution systems have not yet been
clarified in the field of software distribution, it is generally advisable to submit any
competition restrictive clauses to the European Commission for a negative clearance or
an exemption in order to avoid the invalidation of an important agreement or even fines
in case of serious violations ofthe competition rules.
A clarification whether a license agreement or a distribution agreement does or does
not fall under Art. 81(1) Be Tre;tty or is exempted under Art. 81(3) must be in the
interest of both parties. Therefore, the drafting of the agreement shoUld already take
account of the practice of the Commission and the case law ofthe ElllVpean Court of
Justice in order to avoid clauses which have been regarded as a violation of the
antitrust rules. A restriction on the buyer is inadmissible. e.g. prohibiting the sale of
liceused parts. to .unlicensed dealers. when no selective marketing system exists
according to objective criteria77•
In theory two forms of distribution coUld be used in the context of distribution of
hardware and software in the Ee. an exclusive dealing arrangement or a form selective
distribution. Since the latter form is the most common for computer goods, it will be
dealt with first.

a) Selective Distribution
aa) In a system of selective distribution the supplier chooses and then appoints dealers
under a contract The choice is dependent on the. fulfl1ment of certain qualitative
requirements concerning performance and technical knowledge of the dealer which are
laid down in the agreement. Although the requirement are purely objective and the
supplier must accept every dealer who can pr<!ve that hefulfiJs them78, nobody.outside
" For details of Ibe prooedure and Ibe distinction between Ibe two procedures see
PagenbergiGeissler. License Agreements. page 38, note 21 et seq.
n See European Commission 1984 GRUR Int. 171 - Windsurfing lnternt1tiona~ 17 DC 362 (1986); for
Ibe earlier opposite practise oflbe Commission, see VeniL 18 DC I. 16 (1987).
"seeECJ 1977 ECR 1875. Metro I; ECJ 1986 ECR3021-Melro2
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the system has a right to be supplied, and outsiders may even be enjoined from selling
under national roles of unfair competition if they interfere witi) the distribution system.
Since one of the goals of selective distribution Wlll; the guaranty of a price level for the
dealers which allowed them a reasonable profit for the maintenance.and after-sale
services, the defense against. outsiders who do neither comply. with the qualitative
requirements nor the customer services has always been of COncern to the members of
the network and the supplier. Selective distribution enjoys protection only if the
individUll1 system has. receivccLthe blessiJlg of ~~QQ~ion._Price.;fixing,-export~-.----.~.----~-.---··---------~~--.... -~-proliI6ffion .mid territorial exclusivity cannot be combined to increase and maintain
.
profit rates. Minimum purchase obligations and price recommendations, although not
unlawful per se, may influence the overall appreciation in an exemption procedme
before the Commission79 •
Since one of the goals of selective distribution is the guaranty of a price. level for the
dealers which allow them· a reasonable profit for the maintenance and after-sale
services, the defense against outsiders who do neither comply with the qualitative
requirements nor the customer service has always been of concern to the members of
the network and the.supplier. The enforcement of a selective distribution system against
outsiders after approval by the Commission is a matter of national law.· In some
countries.like France the violation of the roles of.a selective di~bution system may be
prosecuted under criminal law, in other countries like Germany under IIlIfair
competition law, and this under two conditions
- that the distribution system is theoretically "ciosed"(lllckenlos), i.e; all dealers
are bound bY contract, the supplier only sells to the 1lCleeted dealers and they are not
allowed to sell to outsiders
- that the system is also in Practice ''tight'', Le. that ifa dealer breaks out of the
network and sells to outsiders, this wiUimmediately be stopped, if necessary bY cowt
action, by the supplier. Also imports from abroad must be enjoined for this purpose.

Claims against outsiders depend on the natioDaI competion laws on the one hand and
the lawfu1ness of the agreements, i.e. tIuIt they are duly exempted by the Commission. A
restriction on the buyer is inadmissible, e.g. prohibiting the sale of liceosed parts to
unlicensed dealers, if no selective marketing system exists according to objective criteriaBO• The Commission has already approved the possibility of selling software
through selective distribution", but also through a franchising systemS>. Although
selective distribution enjoys protection, this only applies if the individual system has
.been notified with the Commission and received a negative clearance or individual
exemption83 •

" cr. Commission decision of April 1984, OJ L 118124 of 4 May 1984; mon: liberal still in AEG·
Telefunken, OJ 1982 L 117115.
10 See European Commission 17 IIC 362 (1986) • Windsw:fing International, for the earlier opposite
practise ofthe Commission, see Veni~ 18IIC I, 16 (1987).
" European Commission 1984 OJ L I 18-24- IBM Personal Computer,
"European Commission 1987 OJ L 222-12 • Computer Land
" For non-exernptable clauses, e.g. an export prohibition, cf. European Commission OJ No.
L 131,32 of16 May 1992- Dun!opand OJ No. C202,50 of IQ August 1992.
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The enforcement of a selective distribution system against outsiders after aproval by the
CommisSion bas so fur been regarded to be a lnatter ofnational law. In some countries
like France the violation of the rules of a selective distribution system may even be
prosecuted under criminaJlaw", in other countries like Germany under unfair
competition law. In Germany for example selective distribution systems are only
protectable against outsiders under the conditions
---.-..-.--...-~~~--~

_'-'J.d~~"".thaUhe_distributionsystem.is-lheoretical1y.-"closed·(llickenlos)f-ie.-all-dealers-are-~---~·~----

bound by con1raet, the supplier only sells to the selected dealers and they are not
allowed to sell to outsiders

- that the system is also in practice "tighf', I.e. that if a dealer breaks out of the network
and sells to outsiders, this will inunediately be stopped, if necessary by court action, by
the supplier. Also imports from abroad must be enjoined for this purpose.

In the recent ECJ decision Metro v. Cartier85 the ECJ bastai<en the position that if a
selective distribution system is exempted under Art. 81 (3)EC Treaty, its enforcement
cannot be blocked by rules of national unfair competition law. If German law bas more
severe legal and factual requirements as to the exclusion of parallel imports than the
European competition rules this would lead to the ''paIadox result"86 that the tightest
and best closed distribution systems would be treated more favorably than the more
flexible systems which tolerate imports to a certain extent The Court therefore declared
a provision as lawful and enforeeable, which limited .the guaranty for watches to those
purchased from a dealer who is a member ofthe exclusive dealing system.
bb) Exclusive Distribution

The block exemption concerning exclusive distribution17, if itS requirements are met",
would make the notification of the agreement unnecessary. The manufacturer and his
distributor would nonnally coJiclude an exclusive distribution agreement, and such
agreements would be exempted if the clauses do .not exceed those which are contained
in the regulation. The exclusivity as such does not exclude a possible exemption if the
purpose of the contract is the importation.of a new lechnology within the respective
territoI)'.
The Conunission is still concerned with exclusive distribution systems which include an

export ban. It imposed a fine on Parker Pen and its distributor Herlitz AG, which had
led to artificially hi&h prices. This decision 'MIS appealed but confirmed by the court of
first instance (CFI) .
.. But also under civil and unfair competition law.
Rochas case.

cr. Cour de Cassation of 27 October 1992 in the

"ECJ ofl3 Janlilli)' 1994 Case e-376192
..Recital 25 of the Cartier decision
" Commision Regulation 1983184. OJ L 173/1 1983
II See McGrath. Group ExemptiOllS. 9 North Carolina J.lntlL.& Com.Reg. 231 (1984); Reding, fA
qualification du conJrol de distribution. 1985 Droit de /'in/ormotique 14; Thielliy. L'opprihension des
systemesdedislribution, 1986 RevJrim.dr.eur.663

S' OJ C 1-10 ofS January

1993
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In 1992 the Commission withdrew the· benefits of the block exemption for exclusive
purcbasing agreements from
and SchOller, two Gennan companies, which
had forced retailers to .purchase ice cream exclusively fro lIl them. The Commission concluded that Art. 81 (I) was infringed and that an exemptionuuder Art. 81 (3) IlC Treaty
had to be denied. The two companies were forbidden to enter simi1ar agreements until
the end of 199790 •

Langnese

c.

",~

~

__-

ce)-Franchising-c------~---~-----~----------

A special form of product distribution is a franchise system~ch would be most
suitable for the distribution of hardV\'llre and software produetseither in.thefrom of a
retail franchise or in a manufacturer-distributor relationship. Franchising constitutes the
licensing of a trademark or trade-name to a retail network in combination with sales of
service know-how which concerns a uniform offer and presentation of the goods and
services involVed". The Commission has also issuelI an exemptionreguiation for
franchise agreements.
The];;C Commission has issued a number of decisions with respect to franchise
agreements; among them decision of 17 December 1986, case no. IV131.42&1432 in the
case "Yves Rocher,,92. The Commission indicated that obligations which are imposed
on the franchisee to ensure that he exploits the proprietary industrial property rights and
know-how in a manner in keeping with their subject matter are inherent in the very
existence of the right owner's intellectual creation and therefore fall outsi4e the scope of
the contractual and concerted practices of Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty.
Clauses which have been accepted by the Commission as aclrtmsible and fulling outside
the scope of Art. 81 (I) are the following
·.that the change of the franchisee's lOCation is subject to the franchisor's consent

• requirements on the interior decoration and lay-out ofshops
7.•the obligation to use knowchow and training methods developed by the franchisor
-the necessity ofapproval oflocal publicity
• the exclusion ofcompeting products from the licensed shop
- the prohibition on resale to dealers not belonging to the franchise network
- a non-competitionclause limited in time after the expiration of the franchise. contract
within the former territory of the franchisor.
c;1auses which the Commission regardedas falling under Art. 81 (I) are
• the grant of an exclusive territory to the franchisee
• the franchisor's undertaking not to establish a shop itselfwithin such territory
• the prohibition on the opening by franchisees of a second shop.

'" Commission Press Release IP/92/11 09 of23 December 1992
.. Cf. Commission Regulalion No. 4087 88 of30 November 1988, 1988 OJ L 359-46 8IId the ECJ
decision 1986 ECR 353 • Pronup/ia
"18 UC200, 243 (1987)
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The Commission bas staled that such clauses result in the sharing of markets between
the franchisor and the franchisee or between different franchisees and thereby restrain
competition within the distribution netwmk. The Commission however anderlined that
such clauses may be exempted WIder Art. 81 (3) EC Treaty. It bas at the same tin1e
annoWlced that price maintenance clauses and the prohibition on cross supplies
between franchisees would not qua1itY for an exemption from the application of Art.
81 (1)93.
,

Two exemption regulations playa role for licensing agreements, namely the Group
Exemption Regulation (GER)
- for Technology Transfer Agreements No. 240196
"for Research and Development Agreements No. 418/85
As regards the applicability ofthose Group Exemption Regulations, it must be noted

that only if the licensee also manufactures and not only. distributes, the exemption
regulations for license agreements become applicable"'. If the licensee does not
manufacture and also none of the distribution exemption regulations is applicable,
theCClntract needs a negative clearance or individual exemp\ion depending on the
circumstances. The parties should know and use the possibilities of the exemption
regulations as well as the requirements for the notification of agreeJIlents whic13
therefore will be discussed hereafter.
In the field of patent law Art. 72 EPC and Art. 40 (I), 45 (I) CPC9' require a written
document for the assignmen/ of patents or patent applications, but no such provision
exists for a license contract This does not mean. of course, that an oral license
contract, Vlhether for a patent, a trademark, or know-how, whic13 aftel" all would
cover a bundle of national rights, would be necessarily valid WIder the laws ofall of
the Member States. A number of national'laws require a fOI1n in· writing if the
contract contains clauses which have a competition restricting effect

The most important validity issues concern however antitrust questions. Many
clauses are to be qualified as restrictions of competition wbich may fall Ilnder Art
81 EC Treaty. Some of these restrictions do not exceed the contents of the patent or
do not affect trade between Member States and therefore are admissible. Others,
although with anti-competitive effect, may be exempted WIder Art. 81 (3), if they
contribute to promoting technical or economic progress. In the alreadYlllentioned
GERs the Commission bas included those clauses which it regards as admissible and
non admissible.
Usually the admissibility WIder antitrust viewpoints does not follow from the formulation of an individual clause, but rather from the connection between a plurality of
93

See also the case ofthe ECJ 28 January 1986 case 161/85 - Pronuptia, 1987 OJ No. L 13-39
.. Recital 8 ofthe GER (Technology)
" On Art7281ld Rule 20(1) EPC see Notic:esofthe EPO,OJ 1987,215.
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provisions and their legal and economic consequences". It is theieforerecommended, if an agreement does not or DOt entirely fall under one of the exemption
regulations to use the possibility of the clearance or opposition procedtire with the
European Commission in accordance with Regulation No. 17/62 and 240/96
respectively, particularly in case important aIld long-term license COlltracts. A
notification with the European Commission may also be advisable, if, in spite of the
fact that the license contract relates only to a single Member State and the parties
also belong ll) only one 11l<lmber Slate, by exports or iJIljlQrts of..9!1e!t(the.parties.an~-- .. ---·_-~~·
~~·..c.,impact·oncompetition-is-tinje~etea,-Wiiilins not insignificant"'. Such an
.application pr~dure is however not obligatnry under Regulation No, 17.
It is impossible within the framework of this chapter to deal with all th~ clauses in

the GERs, therefore only some of the most important ones foUnd in license
agreements shall be discussed. Although SO far nn1y exemption regulations for
technical protection rights have issued, it can be assumed from a number of
decisions that a similar treatment will be applied to trademark and copyrlght licenses
which however need exemption or negative clearance from the Commission, if they
contain competition restricting clauses.
New Developments
In May 2000 the European Commission has published three prop!,sals for new
exemption regulations under Art. 81 § 3 EU Treaty, nameWan
oexemption regulation concemingrescareh and development agreements,
oexemption regulation concerning specialization agreements,.
oexemption regulation concerning agreements on horizontal cooperation.
The new policy of the Commission is to remove all so-called white clll1JSes from the
exemption regulations and only maintain the black cla1JSes which
notallowed.
The purpose ofthe Commission is twofold.

are

oTo offer more freedom to the parties for such agreements,
oto shift the responsibility for the evaluation of the admissibility of agreements to
industry and their advisors. This could also mean thlitthe iC0minission\ViII try to
shift the burden ofproofon the parties .thlit their.agreement does not violate Art. 81 §
lEU Treaty.
Many enterprises will see this change, if it becomes law, as a disadvantage and as a
lack of legal security, although they could of course choose to remain within the
white clauses of the former exemption regulations, since it can be assumed thlit at
least those clauses will also remain admissible in the future. .
The main difference is however, that in the proposed new exemption regulations
market share criteria can be found so that only companies below certain market
shares wiIl be allowed to enter into agreements which limit competition. Market
share criteria are in particular unreasonable for research and development
.. See Eel decision 1986 GRUR Int, 635 - Windsurfing International
., See European Commission, 7IIC 286 (1976) - AOIPIIJeyrard
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agreements, since f(lr the development of a new product there is often a market share
of 100 %. Therefore the most innovative developments would not enjoy an
exemption.
Independent of the great difficulty for companies to evaluate and calculate their
market share and to· find out about tumovers of competitors the C(lmmission is
proposing different percentages for each of the proposed exeUlption regulations. For
th~ Research and DevelopmentRegulation the Commissi()n ~incll!(1~d25 %, for
..~_._~~ ....._..o_~··_~···~--~~~';'SpeclaliZliticjI17,greementnOO%:-If one iiiIlIS other exeUlpnonregiifiilions like the--·
one for Purchase Agreements which has a market share requirement of 15 %, the
Regulation on Vertical Agreements with a market share (If 30 % and finally The
Regulation on Technology Transfer Agreement with 40 .0/<> (which authorizes the
Commission to withdraw the exemption), the picture becomes quite confusing. It is
obvious that ind\!Slry is opposing these rather arbitrarY fi~s and opts for a uniform
percentage.
.
.
Another open question for the new exemption regulations is whether clauses which
are not contained in the black list, but which afte1"wa:rds might be regarded as
unlawful, make the whole agreement non-exemptable, or whether only the respective
clause will have to be deleted. Surprisingly in this context, theno-contest clause has
been included into the black list for research and development agreement, althoi!gh
in the present exemption regulation this prohibition had been delete<!.
It has been criticized that the exemption regulations only provide for an exemption

for a period of five years which is much too short, in particular for research and
development agreements for. which often the marketing period only starts after five
or seven years.
The Commission has invited industry to comment on the proposals. But the
Commission had only granted a deadline of one month, which has been severely
criticized by industry as much too short. So far soUleorgauizations only have
submitted their comments to the Commission.
.
With an aim to facilitate the application of the new exemption regulations, in
particular the evaluation of lawful and unlawful clauses, the Commission has also
drafted anti-trust guidelines which however are also criticized by industry as being
too abstract and the(lretical and has asked for more eXaUlples which would help
the industry in dealing with the new rules. It must be expected that the discussion
will still continue in this area for some time before one has to deal with the new
rules.
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a) Group Exemption Regulation for Technology Transfer Agreements - GER
(Technology) -Regulation N0.240196""
(1) General - Scope of application
The Group Exemption Regulations for· license agreements, in particular the GER
C[echnology),.are of Illll.jQ~ iIpportagce fllr the eval~911_QLtheJegalyaJidity-DL-"~---~-""
--~'""-"--"----~~"""--~~~~license CliUiSiiSand therefore for fue fOlDluiation of license contracts. The GER
(Technology) constitutes a merger of the fOlDler GER (patents) and GER (Knowhow) which expired on March 31, 199699 in order to simplify and encourage the
dissemination oftechnical knowledge in the Community.
The GER (Technology) applies to the licensing of national patents, Community
patents and European Patents ("pure" patent licensing agreements) as well as to the
licensing· of non-patented technical infonnation ("know-how") and to combined
patent and know-how licensing agreements (''mixed'' agreements)"". In Art· 10 (1)
GER (Technology) the term know-how is defined as a body oftechnical information
that is secret, substantial and identified in any appropriate formlOI;In ·ease of an
invention for which a patent application has not been made, it is to be noted that Art
8 (2) requires that the application be made at the Patent Office at the latest within
one year after signing the contract Not only patents, patent applications, utility
models and utility model applications fa1lunder the GER (Technology), but also
topographies of semiconduetorproducts and certificates for medical.productsI02 •
Like the former GER (patents), the Regulation does not apply to agreements
between members ofa patent pool o~ between competitors, who participate ina joint
venture lOJ, however it shall apply to agreements by which a parent undertaking
grants a joint venture company a patent or know-how license,provided that the
licensed products and all interchangeable or substitutable goods and services lO4 of
participating undertakings represent in case of a license limited to production not
more than 20%, and in case of a license covering production and distribution not
more than 100/0 ofthe market
...Another market share rule is contained in the Notice ofthe Cotmnission on Agreements of Minor hnportance of 1986, last amended in 1994 aCcording to which Art ..
" This Regulation takeslbe place of Regulations No.2349184 (Group Exemption
Regulation for PaIent Licensing AgreemenlS) and No.sS6I89 (Group Exemption Regulation for Know·how Licensing Agreemenm. The Regulation· entered into force on. April. I.
19% and will expire March 31, 2006.

"See Ibe review ofthe different GERs by Burnside, 1988 Ies Nouvelles 168.
'00 See recital 4 GER (Technology).
101 See the defUlition of the term "secret" in Art.) 0 No.2. "substantial" in Art 10 No.3
and "identified" in Art I 0 No.4.

"" See Art. 8 No.1 dand g GER (Technology Transfer AgreemenlS).
'" Art. S (I) 1and 2.

,.. Art. S (2) I.
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81 EC Treaty does not apply to agreements if the total turnover ofthe parties in one
calendar year does not exceed 300 mio. ECU and their combined market share of
all the products which may be affected by the agreement does not exceed 5% of the
market For cross licenses the Regulation applies \\hen the contract parties are not
subject to any territorial restrictions within the European Union'o,.
The GER (fechnology) also exteuds to agreements containing the licensing of
<intellectual property other than patents,_~L~J(;-~!l!1~5h ad<UtiQMl__ ~
-·---.------------.-~~-licensmfooiiiiibutes·to -tne-iiCIIieveMent of the objects of the licensed technology
and contains only ancillary provisionslO6 .
.

In intemational license agreements involving parties and territories from the
European Union, the effect on the European Union is to be examined. Enforcement
9f patents "against extemal parties" is inherent in the protectionrigli07. For
agreements. involving Member States of the EU and also third states, the European
Commission considers the non-exempted clauses under Art. 3 GER (fechnology)
acceptable as long as they only apply to countries outside the EEA los. An export
prohibition is only of concern \\hen countries are included in which no parallel
patents or secret know-how exists.
An import prohibition from countries outside of the European Union does not affect
competition within the Community as long as flee tIade between the Member States
lO9
is maintainede . In this context it must be remembered that even a contract
concerning one single Member State may liill under Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty, and this
even if the parties only belong to one member state. In the oo.cision Hydrotherm" o
regarding Regulation No. 67/1967, the ECJ ruled that a GER also applies \\hen a
contract includes not only the territory of the European Union but also countries
outside the Community. If the Ee Commission is of the opinion that the effects on
the tIade between Member States can be proven, e.g. if bY the license contract the
theoretical possibility of importing from other Member States is limited or prevented, Art. 81 (I) is applicable.

As a1ready mentioned, the GER does not hold for pure marketing agreements the

precondition being that the licensee manufactures the licensed products himself, or
has them manufactured, and for agreements solely for the purpose of sale" l . Also if
'" Art. S (I) 3 and (2) 2.
,.. Recital (6). A similar ....1' already in MooseheadlWhitbread, 1990 OJ L 100/32,
whecean individual exemption wasnec:essary.
'" See European Commission 1972 OJ EC L 143/39 - RaymondlNaguya.
'''See recital 4 GER (Technology); also Alexander, 17 IIC 1,IS (1986).
". Cf. recital 4 GER(Technology); see also Alexander, I7I1C 1, IS (1986).
'" 1611C S98 (198S); see also ECl,27 September 1988 in 1988 NJW3086, Wood Pulp.
'" See recital 8 GER (Technology). As to the respective national authorities on the one
hand and the European Commission on the other hand, reference is made to Art. 9 (3) of
Regulalion No. 17. Thus the national authorities have the power based on Art. 88 EC
Treaty to enforce Art. 81 (I) of the Treaty as long as the European Commission has not
initiated a procedure. The European Commission will infonn the national authority when a
contract bas been submiaed, in order to c/arilj! wbether p<lSSIble national requirements for
application have been fulfilled.
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more than two parties are involved in the license contract, or the GER (fec;lmology)
is notapplicable for some other reason, a notification under Art. 4 of Regulation No.
17/1962 is necessary.
(2) Clearance of license agreements· Notification Procedure

.. For practical reasons it is generally recommended to stay within the Group ExemptionReguiations and to include only the so-ealled "white clauses"Ji:om~the list
_ ...-~~..._._.,....·_-_·_-~t5topOseabytlieEUropeanCOitiiiliSSi(inWiii:ilTonniit.tli'\g-iiCCiiSecontracts,
and in
any ease not to hope .filr an individual exemption of a clause \Wich is expressly
prohibited. An exemption procedure is usually tedious' 12 and. even interim
statements of the Commission that a certain clause "is possibly exemptable" provide
little help, since with such a formulation it is hnplicitly stated that a violation of Art.
81 (I) is present, so that the clause, at least without exemption, is not enforceable in
a national court According to a decision of the EC.J'113 the nationalcoW'tshowever
are ~poweredto decide whether a clause falls under the lIUt()matic e"emption of a
GER or is exeml'table under Art. 4 ofRegulation no, 17/1962, butl:8llllOt declare an
exemption itself' 14.

'~"~~'

If the requirements for the application of the Regulation as such are given and no
black clauses are contained in the contract, the parties l;lII1 assume that it is exempted
without the necessity of notification to the Commission. If the contract .contains
other clauses, which must not fall, however, under Art. 3,it IDlIY obtain an exemption in accordance with Art. 4 of the GER (fechnology), if it is notified with the
Commission under Reg. (ED) 3385/94. lb.e Commission has maintained for these
situations the accelerated opposition procedurellSinaccordauee with which all
notified agreements are presumed to be exempted after four mont!Js, iftheCommission does not oppose the e"emption" 6 • The agreement must be notified to the
Commission in accordance with the provisions ofRegulation No. 17/62 117•
Both sides of a license contract should be aware of the fact that any violation of the
competition rules, especially violations \Wich have already been dealt with in
former decisions of the Eilropean Commission, are subject to. considerable' finesll8
'11:1:

A procedure can take 4 .. s,y~

'" 16 DC 598 (1985) - Hydrothenn (GhibIQ.
, ',',',,', ,As to the respective national authorities on the one hand and the European ConuriiSsion
,. on the other hand, reference is made to Art. 9 (3) of ResulaJion No. 17 and the
Announcemen' of the Commission of 13 Febl1lll1)' 1993, 1993 OJ. No.C, 6. Thus the
national authorities have the power based 00 Art. 88 EC Treaty to enforce Art. 81 (I) oftile
Treaty as long as the European Commission has not initiated a procedure. The European
Commission will inform the national authority :when a contract has been submitted, in order
to clarify whether possible national requirements for application have been fulfilled.

m See for, details on notification. exemption and opposition
Pagenberg/Geissler, Lice",. Agreement<, p. 37 et seq. noleS 20 et seq.

procedure

". Art. 4 (I) GER (Technology); under the GER (patents) the opposition period was six
months.
'" As amended by Regulation no. 1699n5, OJ. no. 35 of 10 May 1962 p.1I18162 an~
OJ. no.L 172 00 July 1975 p. II respectively.
III

I

\.

A fme can no longer be imposed, ifthe agreement is notified.
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up tp I Mio ECU or beyond, namely up tp 10 % of the yearly tum-over of the

respective companies"9• An lDlequivocal clearance under the competition roles is
therefore in the interest of both partiesl20 because in the case of disagreement each
party has the possibility tp prevent the enforcement of the contract bY bringing it tp
the attention of the European Commission.

If a license contract contains clauses which 1iill IDlder Art 3 (''black clauses"), this

means

.

..

--~- ;~~~-~~-,-~---~.-.~.,-;.~_._'_:,---~~.,

-~---·· -------·--·--~~(i)thattheiicen;;C;;~

is not exempt,

,.-,..--.-.--.-.•_---~.~" ~~~.' ~
... -~~

.-.-~-.~._----. . . .--.~..-~~_
. ._ ~

(2) that there is no accelerated opposition procedme
(3) that the Commission can impose fines for antitrust
Violation, if the agreement is not notified 12'.
If an agreement does not fall intp one of the categories for which exemption regulations have been enacted, a notification IDlder Art 4 of Regulation No. 17/62 must
equally be. made if it assumed or even obVious that Art 81 (I) EC. Treaty is as such
applicable but reasons for an exemption IDlder Art 81 (3) are given. These reasons
are specified in Art. 81 (3): the agreement should bring about an improvement in the

production or distribution of goods or the promotion of technical adVllIlce.
Also the fact that customers adequately participate in the "improvement and the
clause which is limiting competition is necessmy for this pmpose,. and finally that
the contract does not exclude competition for a significant portion of the goods or
services in question, are reasons which speak in favor of an exemption lDlder Art 81
(3). In view of the effect of notification that the Commission. is prevented from
imposing fmes, the application procedme is always recommendable if the agreement
does not clearly fall intp one of the exempted categories and ouly contains exempted
clauses l22 •
The notification procedme according tp Art 81 (3) can either be a so-called negative
clearance or an exemption. With the negative clearance the. applicant knows for
certain that the contract filed does not violate the prohibition clause of Art. 81 (I)
EC Treaty. It should be noted, however, that the Commission in accordance with
Art 2 Regulation 17/62 is not obligated tp issue a negative clearance. The Commission will, e.g. not issue such a negative clearance if there is no need for the application, because the contract clearly does not falllDlder Art. 81 (I), or if the contract is
exempt due tp a group exemption in accordance with Art 81 (3)123. The requestfor
negative clearance requires an explanation bY the applicant why he considers that
'" See Art 15 (2) ofthe Regulation No. 17.
120

Cf. for details,on the notification procedure infra chapter2;

12.1 Reference is made here e.g. to the decision of the ECJ with respect to the inclusion ofa
no-contest clause into· a license contract in the case Wilidsurj"lIIg International 17 IIC ~~2
(1986).

122. Cf. for a checklist 8510

the exemption regulations atthe end ofthis chapter.

'" cr. the view of the Commission OJ L 240/6 of Sepll:mber 7, 1985 expressed along
with the publication of the application fonn sheet AlB with regard to recital 27 of the GER
(Technology), where ~ appealS that the onder1akings have the right to receive a negative
clearance or an exemption.
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Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty is not applicable. The reasons should state that no senSIble
prevention or restriction of competition is intended or that the trade between
member states is not sensibly obstructed.
The notification must be made on a prescribed form 'Which bas been published by
the Commission '24 and requires a detailed explanation on the contents of the
agreement and its intended purpose as weU as the answering of a multitude of
questions to the competition effects of the contract clauses. The distinction between

~~~_~,

--~---

~ __ ~_c-admissible-andnon-admissible-cIallSCS-is-basedon-theinterpretation~ofthe~ECJof~-----~--~----

Art. 28. 36 EC Treaty and its distinction between the guaranty ofthe existence of an

industrialpr6perty right and its exercise.
The question asked with respect to individlla1 clauses in an agreement is w¥the' it is
necesswy for guaranteeing the existence or !bis specific object of the licensed right
If the answer is no. the Commission applies a two-step
(I) ~ the clause (or
conduct) have the effect of preventing. restricting or distorting competition within
the Common Market, and (2) ifso. does the C?nductnevettheless have ovemU a procompetitive effect because it contributes to promoting tecbnical or economic
. . progress, so that an exemption under Art 81 (3) is possible.

test:

(

Ifa clause violates Art. 81 (1) and it is notacc~le to exemption, it foUo~ from
. the wording of Art. 81 (2). that the agreement on the whole is invalid. According to
general practice of the Commission and the ECJ only invalidity of the restrictive
clause is assumed and the question ofthe validity ofthe rest of the contract is left up
to the jndgement of national courtsl2>. Despite the wording of Art. 81 (2). contracts
which falllmder Art. 81 (I) are not invalid fromlhc: start, more<,l,:er.the ECJ
assumes that SlIchcontracts when filed at th.e European Commission are to be seen
as being preliminarily binding (and therefore call be enforceable) until a,negative or
positive decision ofthe European Commissi!,n is issuedl26•
'
The European Court of Justice in the decision Windswfing IntemationoJ'2' bas also
ruled in recital 95 et seq. that it is not !O be examined whether a clause restricting
competition is also suited to influence the competition in the European lJnion, when
the entire agreement does this; the subject of examination is therefore, always the
license contract as a whole.
(3) Case law of the Commission

With respect to the more recent practice of the Commission one might gain the
impression that the latter is inclined to grant negative clearance by applying a rule of
reason. This policy is reflected in the Commission's Notice concerning the
assessment ofcooperative joint-ventures under Art. 81 128• In the Notice categories of
'" FonnAIB OJ EC L24011 of7 Sep_ber 1985.
'" ECJI987 GRUR Int 868' VAG Frana/Mange.
". European Commission 1 ,C.ML.R.. I, 27 1962 • lJosch; ~ .... Beier '\'iIh further
references, 3 DC 1.34 (1972).
'''17 IIC 362 (1986),
'" Notice oftho EC Commission No. 93/C43m.
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joint-ventures are mentioned which the Commission Iegards as fiilling under Art. 81
(I), but for which it would g(lUlt a negative clearance automatically.
In the Magill'29 case the Court of First Instance (CFI) held that when an intellectual
property right is exercised for a reason which is not considered to be bona fide or in
circumstances which do not correspond to a genuine protection of the intellectual
property right, Art. 81 and 86 will override any provision of national intellectual
property law.
~~
.. ~.~~-~"~~...,..~~..,.-~
... _.:-""_~~~*".,:.,-;:;::;C.-.:;.,c ~:,..,........~~..:....-_~_~-.o;'_:"'-"';:"';:~~:':'-';~_"".
- ' ......;:.;.~~~:'--'-----'--"'~.-.;..',,'~,--.;.:...-.;..,.~--,:.:.;..;.'-,,--·:_·t30--.--.~--._._~-~~'"_.~.~~._.~~.-.~~

A similar approach was taken by the Commission in the Fyffe vs. Chiquita case
wheIe the Commission announced that it will investigate whether trademark rights
are exercised in a bona fide manner and whether such exercise goes beyond which is
necessary to fulfill the essential function of the Ielevant trademark rights. The same
rules are of course applicable to the exercise ofpatent rights.
(4) Contents of the Exemption Regulations

In the following first the GER (fechnology) is discussed which in practice is the
most frequently used. It differs from the GER (Research) only on specific points. In
this Regulation, like in the former GERs (patents) and (Know-how) and in the GER
(Research), under Art. I, those clauses are listed which Iestrict competition, however
are exempted, since they generally contribute to improving the production of goods
and to promoting technical progIeSS (so-called white clauses). Art. 2 contains
• Clauses which are also consideIed white and do not prevent an exemption.
In comparison to the former separate GERs the so-called black list of Art. 3 has been
shortened considerably (from 11 to 7 provisions), and the white list has been
extended and improved in the GER (fechnology). The original market share criteria
in Art. I (6) ofthe draft as a condition of the benefit ofexemPtlon are now found in
Art. 7131 , which authorizes the Commission to withdraw the benefit of the Regulation if the it can show an anti-<:ompetitive effect because of !lOme market power.
In Art. 2 those clauses are given which according to the view of the Commission
usually do not filiI under Art. 81 (I), i.e. do not Iestrict competition, but are inclnded
for reasons of legal certainty. Art. 3 ofthe GER (fechnology) contains those clauses
which according to the opinion of the Commission fiill under Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty
and should not be included into license agIeements if these are to benefit from the
block exemption (so-called black clauses). Some of the rules under Art. 3 would fiill
under the concept "misuse ofpatent" according to USlegai norms132•

'" (1991) 4 CMLR 745.
'" 9IIC 603 (I978)-UniJed Brands.

'" See BermanJHun~ A nishlmare in the making, 1995 MIP, 12 et seq.; Korah, The
Preliminary Draft of a New EC Group Exemption for Technology Lioensing, 1994 EIPR,
263 et seq.; Whaile, The Draft Technology Transfer Block Exemption, 1994 EIPR, 25.9 et
seq.; . Lieberk.necht. Bingabe zur zweiten AnhOrung des Beratenden Aussch~' filr
Kartell- und Monopolfragen Z1I der geplanten VO Z1Ir Anwendung von Art. 81 III des
VertrBges aufGruppen von Technologi...Transfervereinbarungen, 1995 GRl,TR, 571 <tseq.
m See Venit, 18l1C 1,32 (1987).
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In the following a nwnber of clauses are presented which have significance in
licensing agreements and which will be examined as to their competition IJ:Strictive

effects.
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(5) Individual contract provisioDS
(i) Exclusivity
In confonnity with the "Maize Seed" decision discussed before, the GER (fechnology) emphasizes as already the former GER (patents) in Recital 10 that exclusive
licenses are not regarded by the ElD'OpeaD Commission as fulling IDlder Art. 81 (I)
~~,-,~,~,~-~~~--,~-~- "~~~'~-~-'--'-EC"-Tn:aty;-if1hey~are-concemed'with-the-introduction-and-protection-of-a-new,,--,---~~'~~-

technology in the licensed territoI)'. Under the GER (fechnology) this is not only
the case by reason of the scale of the resean:h \\bich has been undertaken, but also
by reason of the increase in the level of competition, in particular inter-brand
competition. As a general recommendation, to be on the safe side, exclusive licenses
should generally be drafted by including the exemptable clauses of Art.1 GER133•
An exclusive license however is not exemptable, if the licensor dominates the
market in the sense of Art. 82 Ee Treaty'34.
,
The exemption rules for territorial restrictions are fOlDld in Arts. 1 (l) No. 1 to 6 of
the GER (fechnology), where the automatic exemption for pure patent liceusing
agreements holds for as long as the licensed product is protected by parallel patents
(no. 1 to 5) and for a period not exceeding five years ftom the date when the licensed
product is first put on the market by one of the licensees (no. 6: direct sales)135.
Where the agreement is a pure know-how licensing agreement, the period for the
exemption may not exceed ten years (no. 1 to 5) and five years (no. 6) ftom the date
when the licensed product is first put on the market'36. In case ofa mixed patent and
know-how licensing agreement, the exemption for nos. 1 to 5 holds for as long as
the licensed product is protected in those Member States by such patents if the
duration of such protection exceeds the periods specified in Art. I (3) GER
(fechnology)lJ7. It is to be noted that a know-how license \\bich is territorially
restricted is not automatically exempted when the license contract only covers a
small technically limited portion of the protected knowledge 13'. The Commission
however cousiders such a know-how agreement as exemptable even when an
absolute territorial protection results, if the introduction or expansion of a new and
rapidly changing technology is made easier in a market \\bich is served by only a
few producers.
(ii) Royalties
As a general rule it should be noted that antitrust law provisionS do not allow that the

parties extend competition restrictive obligations, including the obligation to pay
133 cr. the exemption of an exclusive know-how license of limited duration by the
European Commission in the decision OJ EC 1987 L 4J Mitchell CottslSoji/Jra as well as
20 IJC 703 (1989) • Deba Chemie, when: 1IIe necessity of individual exemption was
expressly staled.

n. See European Commission, 20 IJC 684 (1989) • Tetra Pale /.
m See Art. 1 (2) GER (Tedmology).

'" See Art. I (3) GER (Tedmology).
,,, See Art. 1 (4) GER (Tedmology) whe.. 1IIe exemption period for pointS is regulated.
n. European Commission, 1986 OJ L 50 - BoussoislIntetpane.
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royalties on to embodiments which are npt covered by 1he scope of patentprotectionl39• ln1he Windsurfing case, 1heargumentation of licensor was rejected by 1he
EO, that 1he total llllitsurfboard lIIld rig represented a simpler calculation me1hod.
In practice, surf1)oards and 1he remaining parts of 1he rig were very frequently sold
separately, because 1he license-free boards were offered less expensively.by nonlicensed producers.
Already in 1he decision Raymond Nagoya'40 1heEuropea!) Commission found a
mliilihum royalty-claUse tore aamjS:<i15le~LiKe Uiiiler lhTfonner GER-(patents)~------_·
under 1he GER (Technology) a minimum royalty clause and also agreement on a
minimum number of use acts is permissible 14 '. The agreement on a minimum
rpyalty or a minimum number of use operations may also not lead to a restriction of
1he licensee in his business activities. in 1he sense of Art. 3 No.2. In 1he view of 1he
CQrnmission, this would ouly. be an. extreme case, so that Art. 2 GER generally
aPplies l42•
(iii) No-eontestclause

For a long time a no-challenge clause has been regarded by 1he CQrnmission as a
violation of Art. 81 (I) EC Treatyl43. The reasoning was that 1he obligation not to
challenge has an effect on intra-commllllity trade, which under 1he practice of 1he
CQrnmission was to be assumed if purchases inano1her Member State of 1he
European Union are POtentially made impossible. Under European law, 1herefore, at
best 1he obligation of1he licensee was regarded as permissible to assist1he licensor
against an infringer of1he patent/utility model 144, This JrllClice was confirmed by 1he
ECJ in 1he Wmdsurfingdecision'4S.The ECJ determined that a J1Ooocontest clause
does not belong to 1he subject matter ofa patent
46

In a later decision' 1he ECJ, however, differentiated in 1he sense that 1he aPplication of Art. 81(1) EC Treaty has to be evaluated in accordance wi1h 1he respective
legal and economic contents. For 1he case of a royalty-free license a limitation of
co1Dpetition does not exist just as in a case of a royalty bearing license which relates
t<J a technically nOI\-state,.pf-1he-art process, which 1he licenSee has thus not utilized.

'" See already under German law BGH 1979 GRUR 308 - AusfJllff/rDnalfir Schaltgase,
and 13 IIC 645 (1982) - Rig.
,., 1972 CMR 9513; Burroughs/Geha 3 IIC 259 (1972); European Court ofJustice, 17 IIC
362 (1986) - Windswfmg In/emotional.
'" See An. 2 (I) No. 9.
loQ E.g. a payment provision which extends beyond d1e term ofthepatenttem1 is
acceptable, where 1IIe license was granted hefore 1IIe patent filin8, 22 IIC 61 (1991).

'" See European Commission 3 IIC 52 (1972)- DavidsonIRubber, 1972 OJ No. L 143139
- RaymondlNagoya; 10 IIC 475 (1979) - Vaasenl/Moris. cr. also An. 40 (2) lRIPS
Agreement
,.. See An. 2 (I) No. 6b GER (Techoology).
'os See 17 IIC 362 (1986) - Windsw:fing In/ernational.

"'ECJ 2\ IIC212 (1990)-Promise naltochaDenge.
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In contrast to the GER (Patents) in which allO-challenge clause was prohibited!'7,

the GER (fechnology) basttansformed it into a grey clause and provides an
exemption for it in Art. 4 (2) b if the agreement is notified and. the Commission does
notraise objections within a period offour months. As a mle, therefore, it would be
recommendable to review the necessity ofa promise not to challenge.
The GER (fechnology) and the mles con~ the exemption of a no-challenge
clause are not applicable to distribution Contracts' '.
. .

_._._--'--.--"-.-'---'-'

. -.'_.::'-_:
..

-,..,.,.".,,,..,

--,~~
..... _._-.,,-.~-._~---. . ---~~-~'-'-"'-
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-~~~~~-".~-~~~.~.---....~_.~--.~--

(iv) Obligation to use

In the case of a nonexclusive license, the licensee is not obligated to exercise his
right to use if this is not specified in the agreement. As an alternative, or additionalIy, the payment of a minimum royalty can be agreed upon as well as a right of
termination by the licensor, if certain minimum sales have not been reached. Under
European law, the obliwmon to use is even possible by an agreement on the minimal
number of acts of use' '. An agreement on a maximum production is only permissi-

ble within the limits ofArt. 2 (13) GER {"second source")ISO.
. {v)Priee--fixing
Under the GER apricefixing-clause is among the prohibited clauseslSI, aw:I therefore an individual exemption would be required, which however would mrely be
granted. A price fixing clause coupled with an export prohibition bas beeri found
detrimental to ftee trade by the ECJ due to this coupling, however the clause was
still exempted, because Art. 81 Ee Treaty requires an appreciable influence on ftee
trade which was not found in that case'~.
(vi) Labeling
.A provision prohibiting the licensee to use his trademark or his company name is
accepted
the Commission, if the licensee bas the right to refer to himself as the
producer lS . The ECJ holds it however inadmissible to obligate the licensee to attach
a license label to a part of an item which is frequently sold as a unit which itself is
not covered by the patent claim1 5 4 . '

w.

(vii) Quality Control
147

See An. 3 No. I.

'4 See GERffedmology) reci..18.

,..cr. Art. 2 (I) No.9 ofthe GERffedmology).
'" See Arl 3 No. S oflheGER(Technology).
'" See Arl3 No. I GER (Tedmology).
'" ECJ 19 IIC 664 (1989)· Plant Seed Lianse.
'" SeeArlI(I)No. 7 and2(l)No.1l GERffedmology)and recital 6.
'" See ECJ 17 IIC 362 (1986) - windswftng JnJemaUona~ there labeling on a nonprotected surfi>Qard.
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A right of tennination may be agreed upon for the situation in which after II. written
request to achieve the required standard of quality and after the expiration of the
term therefor the licensee has notn-achedthe required quality ~~d,. Tile term in
this case has to be sufficient and reasonable. Such a provisi0l1 is also permissible
under the GER'ss. Not permissible ~ an obligation ()flicensee to restrict production
to one specific plant for the produced items as a contrOl right ofli~r in order to
maintain quality to supposedly avoid copying produ~ by other ljcensees'~,

,:;,;::c'~;;.e;::';:;;;:;':~~_._"-_:;:~;';'~";';~_~~;';";.o.;;;.~---,_~.,....o-.~~~_..;.,..,..,....-~"""._~

_ ._"~ __ ~~",,,,~~~;c;."'.

-~--

(viii) Grantbllck for changes and improvements ofthe invention by licensee
An agreement of a royalty-free right of licensor to use improvement inventions of
the licensee or an obligation of licensee to assign.the imprOventellt or an use
invention to licensor gcnerally represents a n:striction of competition of the .licensee
and is also among the prohibited clauses in accordance with the GER (fechnology)"'.
An obligation of licensee to gmnt licenses foi improvementinventions("@mt.back
clause") is however admissible, if the licensor, too, .entersintoa comiSpondinJ
obligation and in case of severllble improvements the license is nonexclusive' .
Also the respective license conditions have to correspond, ie. the licenses either
hoth have to be free or both .have to be royalty bearing. Furthernl0re, if the licensor
in the case of a patentable improvemel1t requests an increase .in royalty, then an
agreement for payment of rolalties is also necessmy for improvements of licensee
which licensor plans to use' . An obligation by Ii<:ensof to inforrnli
about
modifications and improvement inventions is generally not recogoi?ed as restricting
competition'60. Conversely, for the validity ofa licensee's obligation to<inf0 about
improvement inventions, there must· be a correspollding opligationby the
licensor'6l.

censee
rm

(IX) TIe-in ofsupply (Obligation to purchase)

Such a clause, also known as procurement of goods Ond serllices which.are not
necessary for a technically satisfactoil exploitation of the licensed technology has
been transformed into a grey clause I • Under the former GER (patents) this clause
,,, See Art. 2 (I) No.5 GER(Technology).
'" SeeECJ 17 nc 362 (1986)· Windswflllg InremalionaJ.
'" See decision of European Commission, 1985 OJ 233· VekrolApIb:and also Art. 3
No.6 GER. cr. also Beier, 3 IlC 1,23 (1972) and Art. 40 TRIPS Agteement
". See Art. 4 (I) GER (Researoh), Art. 2 (I) No.4 GER (Technology); European •
Commission 20 IlC 683 (1989) • Rich ProductslJus-rot, Eoropean Commission 1972 OJ
No. L 143,39 RaymondNagoya.
159 Cf. for a pure know-how license the decision of the European Cornmission.1987 OJ
NoL 41 • Miu:hell CottslSojilJra.

'''See lJllrich, Inre/lectuDl Property, p. 550.
'61 See GER (Technology), Art. 2 (Q No.4.

.., Such a procurement clause used lD be permissible only ifjustified or necessaJ)'; cr. now
GER (Technology) Art. 2 (I) No. 5a and Art. 4 (2a).

(
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was contained in Art. 3 (9) as a black clause. Under the GER (Technology) a tie-in
clause may now be ootified for an exemption with the Commission wtder Art. 4 (2)
aGER
... Under the fonner practice ofthe Commission an obligation to purchase parts which
do not full within the scope of the Jlllle!1l represented !U1 illegal .extension of the
patent IllOnopoly by contractual means'63. Insofar antitrust prohibitions and patent
.. ~ement situations
.in correlation: acts which can be prosecuted as patent
.--C.~~ __._._••_._ •• ~j!lm!!ll~en!J;l!I!J~_!!'8!'!!!tedbxjQtL!i.l;.cm1'!U:9.!l~
. .Q;m..y!;~IYd!!.UlSRI9.i\B.!iQD
act which does oot falllUlder the scope of the patent does not represent an activity
which is royalty bearing or which requites pennission by the licensor.
A tie-in clause is pennissible IUlder antitrust law, if the parts to be purchased would
\Xlnstitute a contributory ~ement if used by a thil"d party. There may be an
abuse. ofthe control right of the licensor if he allows the use of IUlpatentedparts or
their combination with patented parts only, if for these IUlpatented parts a royalty is
also paid'M. It was also considered an inadmissible restriction of competition when
the licensee is obligated to always sell the licensed product together with another
product oot fulling IUlder the r:ent (e.g. the oon:licensed surfboard together with
the rig according to the patent) 65.

An obligation on the licensee to supply only a limited quantity of the licensed
product to a particular customer is oot regarded as. restrictive, if the license was
granted in order to provide the custQmer with a second source ofsupplyl66.
.
An obligation to purchase material for producing licensed products is 00 longer
justified according to the Commission when the basic patent has 1apsed in the meantinJe .and .only improvement patents still exist After expiration of the patents, the
license technology is free for use'67.
(1) Non-Competition Clause

A non-competition clause is listed in the GER among the prohibited clauses'68. Ifthe
prohibition of competitive use relates to the use of trade secrets, this is however oot
an impennissible restril;tion of the licensee, since the licensor may bave a ~ustif1able
interest that the knowledge conveyed is not used for competing products 69. In the
'" See European Commission of 10 Janolll)' 1979, 10 IIC 475 (1975) -VoessenIMoris;
also European Commission 1985 OJ L233,22 - VekrolAplix.
'" See ECl 17 IIC 362 (1986) • WindnD:fing Internotional.

'" ECJ 17 IIC 362(1986)· WindnD:fing InternoJionoJ.
'" Art. 2 1No. 13 GER (Technology).
'65 1985 OJ L 233, 22 • VekrolAplix. With respect to such an obligation for know.how
licensing agroemenlS see also European Commission 16 IIC 206 (1985)· Schlegel •. cno.

'" See Art. 3 No.2 and 4, and also European Commission 7 IIC 286 (1976) • AOlPIBEY.
RARD; 9 IIC 184 (1978) • l/iiUler/BASF; 1987 OJ L 41 - Mitchel Cotts/Sojiltro for the case
ofa "integrated industrial cooperation" in case orajoint ventur~
'" See also Eoropean Commission 20 IIC 703 (1989)· DeIJo Chemie, Art. 2 (I) 3 GER.
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special .case .of a partnership which had licensed know-how, the Commission
regarded a prohibition to compete as necessary for producing products or trading
~ch products which compete with the licensed products, since the partnership had
an
in the SUj:CeSS of the new production facilities which they hsd built with
Considerable investments l7o•

interest

"".

(xi) Use restrictions

·~~~·c··"'··~~·~~··~~~---·· ~~ •. .•• j;'-eciJftIifig"(il;;tlie"GER-rrec1ln~lllgytaust~stric:tion tl>~cfieids~ pennissible17l • This is, howeVer' onIy.the rase if it does not result in a restriction of ens-

tomers172• An obligation on the licensee not to use the licensor's technology to
construct facilities for third parties does not constitute 8!1 unlawful restriction of
coD:'.Petition'73. Among the
for the admissibility of this competiti01l-limiting
clause is that the licensor <:an have an interest to limit the use of the special information he supplies to the.manufacturer to the products ofthe agreement. This condition
does not exist if the licensee a\readYhas the information required to produce the
desired products or articles, because. then he. would be limited in his own economic
activities'74.
.

n:asons

A use prohibition after the termination of the agreement however would only be
exempt if the license agreem~t endsprlor to .the expiration6f the patents or if the
licensed know-how is still secret'7S•.
(xii) Term of Agreement

·Anexclusi"epatent license. ag:reen19"t expires a1the latest with the expiration of the
of the licensed patents. A duration past that point and an obligation to pay
royalties is admissible under anti
.Ia',V only if in addition to patents also secret
know-how has been licensed or if of
licensed patents, only one has expired
or is declared invalid. The initial 4uration maybe automatically extended by the
iiIclusionofany new improvementS commllllicated by the licensor, whether patented
or not, provided that the licensee has the right to refuse such improvements or each
party has the right to terminate the agreement at the expiry of the initial term of the
agreement and at least every three years thereafter'7•. If no provision has been made
in the contract for such a situation then the question of a reduction ofroyalties based
on contract and antitrust law depends upon the importance o(theinvalidated patent

last

trustseveral

'" European Commission 1987 OJ L 41. 420 • Mil&heil CoI1s/Soji/Jra.
'" See An. 2 (Q 8 GER(Technology).
'" See An. 3 No.4 and Art. 2 (I) No.8 GER (Technology).
'" See An. 2 (I) No. 12 GER (Technology).
'" See GER (Technology Transfer Agreements) Art. 2 (I) I. as well as lbe decision of the
European Commission 1987 OJ L 41. 418· Mil&heii Col1s/So!flltro.
'" See the preamble of the GER (Technology) recital 12. and An. 2 (I) 3 GER.
Eel 22 nc 61 (199I)-Licensing Agreement

cr. also

'" See An. 8 (3) GER (Technology~
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for the activities oflicensee, so that in a given case the royalty may remain as agreed
upon 177•

that

'-'~._----"--'~~~

The Commission in the decision HenkeVColgate '78 beld
an oj,\igation to pay
royalties beyond the duration of the patent is inadmi!;llible, wbi1eaSO% reduction
was considered appropriate if know-how was still 1Jsed'79. The ECJ held in its
decision Kai Ottung v. Klee & Wei/bach'8IJ that a COnbactuai obligation WIder which
a patent licensee is required to pay royalties for an indeterminate period oftime does
_
. • ~~not in itself.£9!!§!it!Jte !L!:~tti.~Q!tQLc;Q!!J,ll!<IitiJ!!Lwilill.l!~1he_~njll8 of~_8L(l)._~._
- - - in a case where the agreement was.entered into after 1he patent application was
submitted and immediately before the gmntofthe patent
According toa decision of the Emopean Co111lllission'81an c:Xclusive patent license
falls under Art. 8\(1) EC Treaty andis IIllt automatically exetllpte!lwhen certain
; basic patents have expired and only patents for improvements or. further
developments exist. Such a situation. does 11l1t justify the prohibition of1he licensee
to deliver in territories of other exclusive licensees. An exemption WIder Art 81 (3)
EC Treaty is also 110t possible when the concerned products are mantlfactured only
according to the expired basic invention, but make 110 use of the improvement
invention. If the contract ends prior to the expiration of 1hepatent or one of the
patents licensed, then licensee bas 110 righttocolltiIlue the exploitation of1he patent
A corresponding provision is also admissible under Art 2 (I) 3 GER (Technology).
Conversely, an agreement ofpayments after the expfration or invalidity ofthe patent
is normally amoll8 the prohibited clauses '82 unless the continued payment represents
a staggered royalty payment for the period of the validity of 1he licensed technology'83. The licensee can be obliged to keep paying royalties until the end of the
agreement independently of whether or not the licensed know-how .has been disclosed '84 The Emopean Conmllssion bases this on the advantage which 1he licensee
has over competitors'S>. The dmation of the exemption as fur as competition
restrictive clauses are concerned is regulated diff\=ltly ·.in Art. I (2) GER
177 For the case that the basic patent expires and the Iicensec:on.tactis"continued with
improvement inventions. seethe decision of the EurOpean Commission,198S. OJ L-233"Velcro/Apia".

,n 1972 GRUR Int 173.

,,, BurroughsIGeha 3 llC 259 (1972).
'''22llC61 (1991)· UcensingAgreemenL
'" 1985 OJ L 233 - VekrolAplix.

'" European Cnmmission. 1985 OJ L 233,22· VekrolAplix.
'" See GER (Tedmology), recital 21, and the d""isions of the European Cnmmission
1986 OJ L 50 • Boussoisllnterpane; see also the decision Rich ProducIslJus-rol in 20 llC
683 (1989); Ullrich, in Intellectual Property, p. 550, even sees no conflict with Art. 81 (I)
due to agreements on payment modes; for the practice of the European CC)fIUnissipnsee
also Veni~ 18 IIC 1,20 (1987).
,.. See GER(Tedmology), recital 22, Art 2 (I) No.7.
'15 See Art. 2 (I) No.7 GER (Technology).
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(Technology) depending on the respective clause and the type of agreement; patent
license, pure know-how license and mixed agreement.
(xiii) Confidentiality obUgation

Under the GER a confiden~alityJ'l"1IDise is also admissible if.it exceeds the term of
9te agreement"". Shlce the confidentia!ityancinonusellgleelD.ent depend upon the
l:<!nf!dcIrtiai ~ llfth~~C/!linfc!nnati()J1,an llgIeeID.ent.ab<>!It !lD absolute
....~~c·~·~~--_··~~·~~~·.c=-c~~'COnf!deIttialityjleriOdis11OtJ1el1llisSil>lka~y obligation is. nOloliger.appUcabre-~--·
When the licensed kno",-how becomespuJjlic knowledge.
(in) Assigament and sublicensing

Assignment and sublicensing by a licensee can be excluded, panicuiarlyifthere is, a
territorial division within the protected territory, which could be counteracted in the
case ofan assisIIlIlent ora suillicense by third parti~ From an antitrust vie\VPOint
this poses no problem 181

.., See Art.2 (1) No.1 GER (T~nQlogy); see.lsolhe decision MiacheU ColIs/Sojitra

1987

on 41.).

'17 Cf. e.g. Art. 2 (1) No.2 GER (Tadtnology).
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b) GER (R&D) - Regulation No. 418/85
(1) General

Generally, under the opinion oflhe European Commission, only such provisions are
capable of exemption in a cooperation agreement which are indispensable for lhe
realization ofthe goals of Art.SI (3) ECTreaty'88. An importsnt criteri0!1 for the
.0
exemptability is whelher other stronger competitolli exist\VitlUn1b<?gllfllpean Union
~~~-~~~··~_·~~--~~··-~~"c·TfcjnvtiiClionecan
assume ffiiClhey too Will contin~ to'OO resean:h mili"nielil oC-~~~_··'~---·-lhe agreement so that competing prpducts would be aVailable.
(2) Individual Provisions

(I) Term of agreement
An agreement of a fixed term wilhont possibility of termination (or a period of eight
years appears admissible'89. In view of lhe purpose of such an agreement to make
possible long-term research projects by combining financial and personal means, the
Commission has also exempted longer periods''''. The European Commission
regarded it as admissible lhat in case of a premature termination by one oflhe parties
lhe olher party continues lhe research and in case of a success lhe licensing of lhe
terminating party is made dependent upon a payment of up to 75 % of the research
and development costs.
As an alternative to lhe independent exploitation of lhe research results wilh mutual
licensing, one can agree that lhe exploitation of lhe research results is to be carried
out by a company which is not a party ofthe agreement and which may not yet have
been founded"'. The continued obligation to an exchange of experience after lhe
expiration oflhe cooperation agreement serves the optimum product application, e.g.
lhe development of lhe best form of administration of an invented pharmaceutical
following lhe clinical tests. The European Commission considers such a temporally
limited infonnation exchange pennissible if it is not set up differently from country
to COWltry'92. It is also admissible to define lhe duration oflhis continued agreement
from lhe product's first sale. The exchange of infonnation in 1hese cases is to be
limited to technical infonnation for lhe effective form of lhe exploitation of the
results and excludes infonnation relating to such lhings as marketing methods.

(II) Territory of the licenses
'u See European Commission 16 DC 206 (1985)· Rod<welV1veco.
,.. See GER (ResearcIt) Art. 3 (I) according to which the exemption applies for the
duration oflbe research program.
'" See European Commission Bf;Cham/Parlre Davis, 10 DC 739 (1979) ";"itaI 39, as well
as European Commission 16 IIC 202 (1985)· RockwelVlveco (exemption for II years); 16
DC 204 (1985) - VW/MAN" (exemplion for IS y....); 20 DC 697 (1989) •
ContinentaVMicMlin up to expiration oflbe last palenL
191 The European Commission also considers such an agreement admissible, see European
Commission 16 IIC 202 (1985) - RockwelJllveCo, and 16 IIC204 (1985) - VWIMAN, as
well as Art. 1 (3) b) and Art. 2 e) GER (Research).

'" See Art. 3 (I) GER (Research).
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In the opinion of the European Commission the contlact party cannot be eiroluded

from marketing the invention developed in individual territories of the European
Union five yeats after the beginning ofthe marketingl9J•
(iii) Purchase Obligation

. An exclusive pun:base obligatill~in a CO<l~on lIgreeDl~O!1l ~agmjssibkjp lICCQE:
...- -..---...----- -~---~-~.--~With the European CommissionI ".
(iv) Prohibition of parallel researeh

Such prohibition for the field of the agreement is permissiblel95, except if they
mutually promise to share the results of their individual activities l96. In addition, a
.competition prohibition for activities, e.g.prod1Jction andsaie in one's own name in
the field of thejoint = h is also admissible 197•
(v) No ehaUenge clause
A researehagreement containing a promise nottoattackispresunied not to be
~empt, if the promise continues past the expiration ofthe tesearCh programI98.
(vi) Confidentiality and use l'e$trietion
An obligation not to provide information of the other partner to third parties and in
addition not to allow the use of research results for these third parties l99 is not
()bjeetionable.under antitrust law. Withrespectto the secrecy obligation, the GER
contains no temp()rallimitationin Art.·S(I)d, but rather permits an obligation even
beyond the dwationof the contract, as long as the research·results are Still confidential.

(vii) AssiJ!Dability and sublicenses

While in general the .assignability and. the granting ofisublicenses can be<excluded
for a Ill]nexclusive license agreem~.with respect to contract law considerations,
certain exceptions apply for a cooperation agreement between competitors; accord'" See European Commission 10 IIC 739 (1979) - BEChamIParke. Davis; Art 6 f), Art 4
(1) f) GER (Research).
"'SeeArt4 GER (Resean:h) and European Commission.1611C204 (1985)- J'/I/IMAN.
'" See Art 4 (I) a and h GER.
,,, See European Commission 1972 GRUR tnt 173 - Henke//Co/gare.
'" See European Commission 16 IIC 204 (1985) - J'/I/IMAN and 16 IIC 203 (1985) Corbon gas technology. See also Art. 6a GER (Resean:h).
'" See Art 6 b GER (Researt:h).
199 The latter, ~()wever, for the duratipn of two years from the time,of·theci:munercial
exploitability. see GER (Researt:h) Art 4(1)b and Art 5(1)d.

'" See Art 6 g GER (Research).
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ing to the European Commission. Art. 81 (3) EC Treaty pennits an e>cemption from
.the cariel prohibition nnly in very narrow limits.
Therefore it has to be made certain that for the marketing phase of the inventions
resulting from the cooperation each contract party regains the full freedom to act
herein. This includes the right to grant licenses or sublicenses to third parties. If such
a form of licensing requires the approval of the other party, then according to the
purppeanCommissionthis would.constitotean intluenceon the individual
.~~~.~~.~~~ ..~~-~~--~~~ .•~.~'inarl<etffijj policy of tIie Oilier party7lDaallilion;~lli"-poSSib1lity OflliinI1iiI!ies ~~~~~~ ...~.~~"~~
obtain licenses for the production ofthe product ofthe contract would be limited20l •
In the quoted decision, the European Commission also requested the following
changes in the coopemtion agreement:

(a) TIle mutual licensing bad to apply to all countrits of the European Union.
(b) The practical ramifications of marketing must not lead to a division of the
market.

as

(c) A profit-sharing clause for a specific.eountry as weD a participation in
the p11!fitoftheother party and its sublicenseswaseanceDed. The EUropean
Commission explained here that a profit-sbaring can 0& be permitted. if for
teehniea1 reasons only one of the parties is capable of the production and sale
of the product, but not if both parties are in the business as producen of
pbarmaceuti"llis.
In 1993 the Commission adapted the GER (R+D) as well' as the Specialization
A,gre<:!I1ent (Regulation 417/85) to alloweKClusivedistribUtioriby ajoint venture or
also by one9f'theparties, subject to a maximum market share of 10 % and a
tumover of less than I billion ECU. For other restrictions the market share limit is
20 % of the market. With respect to the former GER (Patetlts) .an.dGER (Knowhow) the Commission allowed agreements between the parent company and the
joint venture for automatic e>cemption, even in a case where the parties compete with
each other. The market share for patented products and their equivalents is llinited to
10% for agreements establishing cooperation which coverl!production and dlstribution, and 20 % for. a license limited to production only>"';

201.S oo Eu",~ Commission 10 IIC739 (1979)- BEChamiParke. /)(Nis, recital 42 ofthe
decision.

"'RegulatiQn 1W93 of23 December 1992 OJ L2118 of29 J8IIuary 1993
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c) Special issues of trademark IicenseagreelDents
Unlike patent licenses,1ral.Iemal"lc licenses urnIer ElIf()pellIllaw, if they contain
clauses which may restric1c:ontpetitiOn,llCCdlll1 individual exemption, since no
group exemption regulation for lrlldemarks exists so far.
In the decision Windsuifing Intemationaf'i3 the European Commission did not ex. . •.• emJ!!J!J!!QJ;IIise~UQJ!!!"ckl! .~JIIlIlJ<.ThilLyiew~£llllfionel:Lby~the~ECJ
~--~--~----~~~-~----. ,9n appell!21l420CIn, a more recent ~ision.the. EC Commission has·taken a more lenient approach with respect to no-challe~eclauses in.tradeJnilrk license agreements
.in comparison to patents lIIld copyrights' .
In the Moosellead/Whitbread case the Commission has ~~ it clear thateven in a
mixedagreernent covering know-how andtradeJnilrks the.C}ER Know-how does not
apply, if the trademarks liCCllSed are not ,,!,~il1arytotheknow-howrights granted.
Therefore an individual exemption was necessary in view of the fact that the license
agreement contained an exclusivity clause, an export prohibition, ano-competition
clause, a purchase obligation and a no-challenge clause with respect to the tradeJnilrk
licensed.
Under the new GER (Technology Licensing Agreements) Recital (6) the scope of
the regulation is Cl(lendedtoplJl"t' or mixed agreements containing the licensing of
intellectual property other ,than patents, i.e..,tradentarks, when suchadditioual
licellSing contributes to the .achievement of the objects ofthe licensed technology
and contains only ancillary provisions.
The trademark right has been defined by .theECJ similarly as the right ofa patent
owner, since its object is
the guarantee that the owner of the trademark has the excl1!sive right to use that
trademark, for the purpose of putting products protected by the trademark into
circulation for the first time20'.
Swprisingly, in contrast to a no-challenge clause with respect to patents, this one
was regarded as exemptable or, even more awprising, was regarded as not even
falling under Art. 81 (I). The Commission explained that it must be examined
whether the restriction was "appreciable". It remarks in this context that only in case
of a famous or well-known mark such a clause could constitute a trade barrier with a
significant effect on competition.

'" 1983 OJ. No. L 229. I.

... See 17 IIC 362 (1986) - WindsUJ:fing Internalional.
.. For exemption from no-contesl clauses, see also Veni~ 18 IIC I. 29 (1987). in

particular footnote 73.
.. See ECJ 1990 OJ L 100/32 - MoareheadlWhUbreod (negative clearance); ECJ 1982 OJ
L 379/1 9· Tollees/Dorset (exemption under An. 81 (3»
"'EClI974 ECR 1I83.6I1C 110 (1975)- Centrqfannv. Winthrop
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It appears that primarily because of the fact t.l)at M()()sehead was a. Omadian brewery
which was interested w enter the British market, the Commission was willing w
grant a rather broad exemption with respel:t w a number of restri~ve
which
it might not have dOne under different eir~. One of the reasons for the

c1atJses

liberal attitude ofthe Commission obvioUSly .\VlIS the UK market structure, namely a
tightly oligopolistic market with a stronginter-brand competition. The exemption
was granted for a period of ten years.

.

. ~thecase~Dental th'l:~!1!mi$§iQn~llbj~tll#lause~which"prohibited"the
"~~~~"~.~~ re-sale ofphatmaceuticals in unopened form and wamedagainst exploillllion outside
the terriwry in question, Germany,
of theJlllssibl~
Qfindustrial

because

existence

property rights. The Commission found that the intention of the clause was the
prevention ofre-sales outside Germany after an el\hausti0llhaving .occurred. Wtth
respect w repackaging the clause. did not comply with the ~on of the ECJ in
Hoffinann,LaROehe.case wh~ repilckaging had been regard,edaslawfuL if it did
not interfere with the original state of the produl:l:
.
The Commission expressly observed that the clause was
able w awaken in the minds ofreseUers so much dOubt as w their aetual rights
that th~ will refrain from rescUing repacked products""'.
The Commission did not impOse a fine beca1Jse Bayer obviously had neverenforeed
the clause. One must therefore be aware of the fact that .notonly if the clause is
worded as an export han, but also if it has the psychological eifel:! lIf an export han
the Commission would regard this asa violation of the anti-trust rules. Bayer's
defense that th~ only wanted wwarn the distribuwrs and.wanted Ul protei:! themselves against contraetualliability was not regarded as sufficient.

.. Cf. Rotlmie. 1991 International Business Lawyer, 495, EC C;ompeliJion Poliql. Tile
Commission and Trademarks
.

"'19900IL351148recita1 I
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d) Special issues of software license agreements.
(1) General

In the field of copyright law, and in particular with respect to software products, the
interrelationship between the Software Directive and the general European
competition roles are of particular importance. As already mentioned before, more

...

. . ~~.

.~~spec"'.o;;ific regulations exist. for. patents. andknow,how, and thereforefor!@lLpf.

'lield·or·i:opyrighi law~many·Conclusions must be drawn

····~····specific1egiSliilion·ii1the

from those areas. The Commission bas published an annoJlllCClIlenr'0211 concerning

the application of the Competition R1iles on copyright license agreements. The
Commission indicated that it will follow similar roles as they have already become
common practice in patent liceuse agreements.
One problem arises from. the fiIct that software is generally .understood to be a
tangible product which can be sold in the form of diskettes and manuals, and on the
other hand is an intangible entity with rights attached to it which can be enforced by
the copyright owner. Similarly as with respect to patent Iiceuseagreements, also
software licensing or distribution agreements usually contain exclusivity clauses and
other limitations which are anti-eompetitive. Mere distribution agreements covering
. mass produced low-price products, if such software lacks copyright, can impose
fewer restrictions than software·protected under copyright law which. is licensed to
an end-user. In such a case the control of the exploitation of the work is a
prerequisite for the licensor to generate revenues.

Block exemption could be taken into consideration only if
program is patentable under national or European la~'2(Regulation
No. 2 3 4 9 / 8 4 ) .
'
-the agreement is not 8 pure software liceuse, so that it could be exempted as
know how liceuse under the Technology Reglllation213
-regulations concerning exclusive distribution like 1983/83 and 1984/83 are
applicable; this requires that there must be 8 case of distribution of "goods",
and these goods must be distributed for resale as. apposed to the sale to endusers.

-8

As regards the applicability of the GER (fechnology) on the one hand and the GER
1983/83 and 1984/83 on distribution agreements on the other hand, it should be
noted that only if the licensee also manufactures and not only distributes, the GER

2'0 OJ 1982, p. 33
'" See 12th Report on Competition Policy (1982), 73 nolo 88; Gutuso, Les D,olts de
hop,Uiti inrellectueJle et les Reg/es de Coneummee, in Detnaret, La Protection de fa
P,oprUiti inteUeClUeJIe, Aspects Juridlques EUl'Opeens et iorernationa"", I 989, at 131, 159;
Korah, An introducJory G.1de to EC Competuion Law andhue/we, 1990, at 179
'" See Kolle, ParenIJIhilityofSojlware-//elated inventions in EU1'Ope, 22 fiC 660 (1991);
Sherman. The Paten1Jlbility ofCompullir-Reiared invenlions in the Unued Kingdom and the
European Patenl Ojfu:e, (1991) EIPR 85, and Geissler, The PatenJahility of Compurer
Software at the EPO at part I, 3311; for software PlOle<:tion under German palent law cf.
Raubertheimer, Compurer Law in Germany, below part n, 3.2.1
'13 See PagenbergiGeissler,License Agreements, p. 542 etseq. no'" 30 etseq. 49 etseq.

c
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(Technology) is applicable'l4. Specific problems may ariSe in case were no
contractual license is concluded between the copyright owner and the licensee,
because e.g. the relationship is limited to a "shrink_wrap" agreement which includes
restrictive clauses like the prohibition of sub-Iicenses. The Emopean Commission
could be of the opinion that such a restriction may not be necesswy for the exercise
of the copyright in the progmm. Observations on individual clauses will therefore be
made hereafter.
Unlike ~t~wwb~Jbe_QWIlc;rsbip_ofa~tcan_be_originally-documented-by------~-------~--~~

--~-ihe prCSentation of the letters patent as well as by inspection of the patent register,

copyrights in Europe are not registered so that a verification ofthe ownc;rsbip of the
right can be difficult. It will primarily be the task of the licensor to determine and
finally to prove whether he has significant rights to use and in particular a right to
sublicense. The off-the-shelf software (mass software) in the form of standardized
user programs is often bought separately, and the contract form is usually a sales
contract. Since the purchase of software has become an every day business, it is
frequently overlooked that the boyer does not purchase an unlimited right ofuse'''.
This applies not only with respect to the license conditions submitted by the seller
with the software, but limitations also arise by law. If the software is copyrightprotected, then its use is vastly limited in particular in prohibiting copying and
distributing. From national copyright law the right for a territorial, time-wise or
subject matter limitation of the use follows, which is also used in conjunction with
off-the-shelf software so that only a back-up copy is permitted and the multiple use
within one company is thus not permitted. Specific provisions are found for the use
in a network for which the seller of the software usually requests additional license
fees.
The various fuet patterns to be regulated follow from the highlights of the applicable
provisions ofthe law, thus the assignment ofuse rights in know-how and copyrights
for the development of special programs on the one hand and mere software supply
to a user with limitations of the scope of use on the other hand. The different contraetuaI provisions necessitate considering different antitrust law issues, because the
classical limitations in competition, such as exclusivity, territorial limitation,
limitation of use to a specific technical field, etc. are important in the field of a
software license. Most issues of contract clauses have been dealt with in the context
of patent law and the different group exemption regulations above. Only special
questions of software licenses are therefore discussed hereafter.
(2) Individual contract clauses

(I)

No-c:ontest clause - Existence of copyright protection

If the software is protected by copyright, then provisions limiting the competition as

they are contained in most license agreements are permissible. Unlike a patent
license agreement in which the patentability of the patent is examined by the Patent
Office, the examination for copyrightability of programs is up to the parties of the
". RecitalS GER(Technology).

'" However, the resale of. copy lawfully sold cannot be prohibited under the Software
Diteotive, Art. 4(oj,
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contract Generally at the time of entering into the software agreement 1he parties
\ViII assume that the software is copyright protected since it is generally 1he
individual character ofa program \\bich creates 1he interest in licensing. Whe1her 1he
software as a whole or individual portions are copyright protected is a legal question
which will ultimately be determined by the courts. They have so far provided case
law aiteria which may provide some indications (see country reports...).
_ _ ~.~_~~~__ ~., ~",~_

In patent law, the recognition of 1he work quality of 1he licensed software cone~_._~••spond.s..lI>.a.non.,challenge.clause.In~1he~former-GE!t"(Patents}~sl.lclhl~clause~has'--been declared to be inadmissible by 1he EC Commission2l6 and this view has also
been confirmed by 1he Emopean Court of Justice217• In 1he GER (Technology) 1he
no-contest c1ause is not considered to be a black clause anymore. The Regulation
provides an exemPtion for this restrictive clause in Art04 No.2b if the commission
is notified and does not oppose 1he exemPtion within a period offour montha.
Whether this will also be applicable to the recognition of 1he .Work quality in
software license agreements has so far not been decided. Some au1hors are of 1he
opinion 1hat at least the recognition of 1he copyrlghtability by 1he licensee must be
permissible. In contrast to 1he patent-"monopoly~. however. copyright la\V does not
provide an absolute legal position. A software program wi1h essentially identical
technical fimctions and 1he same field of use \\bich has been created by a 1hird party
independently does not fiill into 1he "scope ofprotection" of an earlier created program. The author is essentially protected only against 1he use, particularly the
copying of his work. The recognition of1heWork guality 1hnsdoes notcmhance a
right to exclUde and is 1herefore not recommended2l8•
(ii)

Confidentiality obligation - Know-how protection

Source codes and 1he comments are generally kept confidential by every software
developer. Thus 1hey fulfill one essential JlICI'eguisite in order to qualify as~ow
how" in 1he sense of the GER (Technologyi I9.The disclosure of this confidential
information and the permission of its use are therefore to be viewed as1he licensing
of know-how in 1he sense of the GER Thus this know-how is worthy of protection,
i.e. its utilization can be conveyed contractually in a limited fashion and particularly
can be protected by confidentiality provisions against passing on and publiciltion.
There should be no concem about 1he admissibility of such an obligation. Since no
monopoly pressure is exercised for such an obligation and since 1he European
Commission has also indicated 1he admissibility of1he confidentiality obligation for
know-how agreements even wi1hout time ·limitatio~. objections are not· to be
expected on this point Al1hough specific license agreemeuts in 1he field of software
". See Art. 3 (I) ofthe GER (Palents).
'" See ECJ 1711C 362 (1986) - Windsurfmg InJet1IQlionaJ.
211 See PagenberglGeisslcz(Liceme Agreements, p. 536 et seq. notes 21 et seq. with
further references.

,,' See Art. 10 No.1 GER (Technology Transfer Agreements).
"'See GER(Tedmology)AIt:2 (1) No. I.
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may contain also know-how which would qualify as subject matter under the former
OER (Know-how) and now under the OER (Technology Transfer Agreementsf",
this is not the case where in reality a copyright license was intended. If also no other
ofthe exemption regulatillrlS is applicable, the contract needs a negative clel!flll1ce or
individual exemption depending on the circumstances.
(Iii) Territorial limitation - Ex~uslvity
~~"~"~ __~"=,-,=l!Lthe.JlaSeo.:OLcopyrightS-and~aIsoinconjunctioncwithc'know-how~there~is~no~-"·_-

_~~~~_"""_~c

leIritorially limited protection from which the contract leIritory would readily result.
Licensors and licensees often have an interest to grant and have granted territorial
exclusivity, which in the EU has the immediate effect of the applicability of the
competition rules. By the license a bundle of natioual copyrights is granted, if the
license covers severaI countries. For the EU the licensor is able to promise not to
grant a further license to a third party, however, an absolute leIritorial protection in
favor ofthe licensee cannot be guaranteed, since this wouldviolate the principle of
the fu:eflow ofgoods under Art. 28 EC T~.
..
The ECJ has explained in a number of decisio~ that an export prohibition in a
license contract covering several EU countries constitutes a violation of Art. 81 EC
Treaty and is even subject to fines which the Commission has already imjlOsed on a
number of occasions. An export provision is therefore also regarded as one of the
black clauses of the exemption regulations, e.g. in Article 3 (3) GER (patents),
where only a five year period is exempted. Software license ~ents for which
no exemption regulation exists, would always need an individual exemption if an
export prohibition is included.
For the territory of the European Union it must be noted that an absolute leIritorial
protection can be guaranteed neither in favor of the licensee nor the licensor since
this would violate the principle of the fu:e flow of goods under Art. 28 EC
T~22S. A protection against other licensees does not appear to be necessary
because the bead-start of licensee and in addition the language. borders for the
spftware,make an effective competition from other EU countries unlikeJlU.
(Iv) Scope of the Boonse

22'

See PagenbergiGeissler, license AgreemenJs. page 539, note 23 d seq.; 541. nole 28 d

seq.
", See for Patent Law ECl17 IIC 362, (1986) - Windsw:flng InJemationo/.
223 For the admissibility and enforceability ofan exclusivity clause in 8 copyright contract
seeECIl4 IIC405 (1983)· Le Boucher (Codite/).

22' See for palent law

EClI7 IIC 362 (1986)· Wmdswfmg InJemationaI.

:w For 8 protection of the licensee against impon of the products of the licensor see
European Commission decision in Ml1cheII Cotls/Sofi/tra 1987 01 L 41: admissibility of a
production and impon prohibition for 10 years.

'" For lbe admissibility of a prohibition of active marketing for lb. duration of five years,
see GER (Technology) Art 1(I) 6 in conjunction with Art 1 (3).
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The liceDS<: grant relates both to· the software protected. by copyright as it is for
example realized in the fonn of disks, and to the confidential· know-how which
exists in additional infonnation, in particular in the disclosure of the source code
with comments. Thus on the one hand the rules of the European Commission for
treating industrial property rights become applicable, Art. 28, 36 and 85 EC Treaty,
and on the other hand under certain conditions also the exemption possibilities under
the OER (fechnology) are made accessible. In contrast to a patent which gives
Iieensorandthe ~x£lusivelieensee an absolute right and which can, ifnecessary also
...~~_~ ...~_~_ ~_~~_~"""'7cc.JX:·¢oreedilgainst.the.colltnlct·partner~by~way.ofpatent·infringemenflitigatioIJ;'the
.0WIlers!tip811.d!r8ll.Sfer of know-how only provides acontraetual position which is
enlarged .!tClwever if one ~es copyright protection in .the case of an exclusive
right to use. AA exclusive license or respectively a sole license is also covered by
Art. 30 EC Treaty Cln, the bssis ofcopyright law.
(v) Term of the Agreement
Due to the cOmplex nature of the contnlct between copyright agreement and knowho~~en,t one.has to consider the oER (fej)hnology) in conjunction with the
duration of the~ent which for a ten year duration automatically exempts certain c1auses"'7. If the licensee is interested in a time-wiselilrther·reaching protection
ofconfidentiality, a notificstion with the Commission should be made by precaution.
Limitations, if any, thus result with respect to the duration, because the protectability
of the know-how dePends on its secret character. When the know-how becomes
public knowh:dge, all clauses limiting. competition in a pure know-how ~ent
become void, a filet thst cannot be predicted time-wise when entering into the agreemen,t, This also applies to the royalty payment obligation228 •

fro!D the fact that the disclosure of disassembled
pr0graIllJl by third parties is subjec:t to a sign,ificant uncertainty relating to propriety
and ""ntPleteness, not to speak. of the lack ofcomments from the author. Acomplete
c!isclosure ofthe Ii~nsed Sej:retknowledge is not, therefore, generally to be found in
such
One must, however, consider the filet thst the exemption under the OER
(J:echnology) is tied to t1tesecret cruiracter, the apparent lack of which removes the
exemption. This could result in the necessity of a negative clearance or an exemption UIlderArt.. 81(3) EU-Treaty,
This. evaluation alreadY follClws

cases'

(vi}Prohibition of tile Grant of Sublicense
.The prohibition of the grant of a sublicense shouldnonnally be regarded as
admissible' for the SllIDe reason as mentioned before, namely that· the copyright
owner has a right to proper compensation which he should be able to control in order
to avoid misuse229• A sub-license .restriction has also been regarded as admissible in
Art. 2 (2)OER (fechnology).

227 See

Art! (2) GER (Technology).

'" See Art. 2(7): a payment period or another three years after the publication would stiiI
be admissible.
'" cr. the collOSponding rule in Art. 2 (5) GER (Technology Transfer Agreements).
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More specific clauses often included in license contracts for software sball be
enumeIllted hereafter'30.
(viii) Tying Clause.

c_c,~

c

Any obligation to purchase hardware together with specific software (or vice versa)
would no longer he regarded as uulawful per se, even if there is no te,ehnical necessity to ensure'a satisfactory use of the combination231 • The prohibition ,of tying is one

,_cc.~c~_'of4he_misusecclauses.whieh-areexprelislycenwneIlltedcin~Art;·81"(IYEe-Tieaty232;--_c_--"c._-"c~~--+

Tying is of particular importance also with respect to IIIlIinrenancec!auses' How fiIr
maintenanee elauses can restrict the freedom of the, licensee would oowever depend
on the circumstances of the case233 • Art. 81 (1) EC Treaty would therefore be
applicable if the maintenance by the licensor is not necessary for the proper
functioning, Art. 4 (2) a. GER (Technology).
(ix) Prohihition to Make Baek-up Copies and to Examine the Program

Art. 5 of the Directive provides a broad authorization in fuvor of~e user of a
'program to examine the funetioning of the program (black oox,anaiysis") and to
make, back-up copies for the proper use of the program. All clauses, in existing
licensing contracts which are -contrary to this rule have to be adjusted to the
Directive.

(x) Prohibition of De-compUation and Reverse Engineering
Such a clause is often found in software agreements whieh were concluded before
the issuance of the Directive234 • Reverse engineering, black, boxanaiysis and decompilation are now auth()rized under certain conditions according to,M <i (I) and
6 (2) of the Directive. The primary reason for this rulewastogrant access to the
",interfaces of hardware configurations23S •• Art. ,6 must he regarded as, /ex.specia/is in
the context of a software license, so that the licensee is entitled to de-c()mpilation for
the purposes described in the Directive,namely to,obtain informationnecx:ssary to
achieve the interoperability of an independently created program. It is, for the
copyright owner to decide VIilether be wants to grant such a ~cense' and for the
licensee to use the legal means offered by the Directive and to stay within its limits.
This means that for the purpose of creating interoperable programs ("interoperability
with other programs") the de-compilation cannot he prohibited.
On the basis of Art. 9 (I) of the Directive it must he presumed that any prohibition

of de-compilation in a license contract will in the future he regarded as void and
230 For a general survey on specifIC software clauses see Powel~J1re Compuler Lawyer.
Expertise no. 145,412, 417 (1991); for the general enfon:eability of copyright in software
agreemen.. see A. Bertrand, I.e Droit d'AutnJretles Droils Voisins, Paris 1991, p. 536.

"" cr. GER (Technology) Art. 3 (2)&).
"" With respectlo a tying clause cf.1he limitation in Art. 2 ofthe GER(Technology).

'" Cf. Powell The COMputer Lawyer. &pe~tise no. 14.5 page 42q noll: 45 (1991).
'" Cf. PagenbergiGeissler, License Agreements, p. 6 note 34 et seq.
"" See Bay, 91993 Computer Ulwan~ Practice,376, 181
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could even be regarded as a violation of the EC Competition Rules with the
possibility of a fine. It is argued that a prohibition of de-compilation cannot even be
justified by a protection of other industrial property rights,· like trade secrets or
know-bow. It is therefore recommendable to provide for such a possibility and a
clear definition in the license contract and eventually to modify agreements which
have been concluded before I January 1993.
In the explanatory notes of the original draft of theiDirective the CoDllIlission gave
an~~val'!!!!!.qn Qtth~_ll:lationsbip_between.the.planned4>irectiveand·the'competition~~~~~'~~'
~-~'--c-~---_c~~:--:-----"~es ofthe Treaty"6. The Commission bas cprne back to the distinction ofthe Court

of Justice between the existence and the exercise of industrial property rights.
According to the Commission, each extension by a contract of the rights in question
or any prohibition of.the use of such rights which. is not expressly reserved for the
right owner may constitute a violation of the competition rules. The same would be
true for any abuse ofa dominant position IDtderArt 82 EC Treaty.
An abuse ofthe right of reverse engineering must however be assumed, ifa program
isdissembled and afterwards published in a computer joumal in order to increase its
readership237. As a general rule one can assume that the mere'access to the program
cannot be prohibited for somebody who wishes to write an -independent bot
•compatible program to the program concerned. A dominant manufacturer of
Computei' software is therefore normally obliged to provide the necessary information with respect to interfaces in order to allow other software developers to write a
program which functions in the same way as the one of the dominant manufacturer.
The control of interfilces, according to the EC Commission, could lead to an
important distortion of competition, since the market depends on such information
for the development of competing products. One must add that a clause which
prohibits the de-compilation, but nevertheless is .in conformity with Art. 6 of the
Directive, might still be examined IDtder Art 81 (I), if the restriction goes beyond a
reasonable protection ofthe program in question.

(xi) Prohibition of Modification and Adaptation
This clause is dealt with in Art 4 (a) and 5 (I) of the Directive. Although the
copyright owner must have an interest to prohibit the copyi!igof his progr.m and
therefore to limit adaptations and modifications which are of a minor nature, it
would go beyond his copyrigbtif he can enjoin the adaptation of a program by the
licensee for his own purpose. Also the requirement that modifications can only be
made by the copyright owner would exceed the exercise ofthe right.
~_ .. -- --~The-selution-found-by-the-eommission-is
suml8t

lO'Ule White clauses iri exemption
regulations with respect to l}'inli: if the use of the products or services of the right
holder is necessary for the proper functioning of the product in question, like the
maintenance service of the program, this should be aIIowed2J8• Therefore,. what
"'OJ. No.C9I1I6of12 April 1989

'17 See Lehmann, The New Contract Under European and Gl?rman Copyright Law-Sale
and LicensingolCompuler Programs, 25 lIe 39 (1994).
231 Art. 5 of the Directive; for more details see below part II: Raubenhdmer. Compwer
Law in Germany, 2.633, 3.1.5.2, 3.1.7 with detailed rofen:nces. Lehmann, The New
Software Contract Under European and Gl?rman Copyright Law - Sale and Licensing 01
CompuJer Progroms,2S I1C39 (1994).
.
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Art. 5 (l)provides, namely that the correction of errors must be aIlo~ and that

also the loading within the frame ofproper use of the program' should not be prohibited, is self-evident
(xii') Use Restriction

Asite/network license which limits the use ofthe software to one CPU or a specified
network is legal and enforceable, since it constitutes a possibility tll. calculate royal, ,. ,'. tiei39._ThJU:p)Dbination,of.a-us'LIestrictionj:lause.with..upecified.hardware-pur-~·_·_~-'~-~~
chase or use supplied by the licensor would however be regarded as unlawful as a
tying arrangement wtder Art. 81 (I) (e)240. The general admissibility ofa use restriction would also be endangered, if the use restriction excludes the port or upgrading
pf the program in case of the exchange ofthe hardware configuration. The copyright
owner has of course an interest that the quality of his program and thereby his
reputation is not endangered and that through the change.of hardware the extent of
use remains wtder his control. For the same reason a modification of the software
environment, e.g. the use of floating software should be subject"to the authorization
ofthe licensor.
Such a clause can be regarded as a means to insure the proper payment of royalties
due for the specific use of the program in order to avoid a multiple use without the
iluthorization of the copyright oWIJeil4'. It therefore belongs ,to the existence of the
copyright and would ouIyconstitute an abuse if the software in question is generally
sold without limitation to a certain capacity of a machine or if the clause is finther
linked to hardware of the software supplier and this is not based on technical
requirements. Use. restrictions in the copyrigbt field are also generally possible and
lawful which can be shown by the distinction made by the EO between sales rights
and renting rigbts with respect to video;'2.
(xiii) Maintenance

Art. 8 (I) of the Directive intends to allow the nonna! maintenance work which

consists primarily in the correction of mults and errors, however not in upgrading
work which requires the alteration of the original program. The activities which do
not need authorization oftherigbt holder are listed in Art. S,but one must assume
that even restrictive clauses within Art. 4 and 5 wiU be examined closely by the
Commission for their reasonableness. Such examination would be based on the
question whether the clause is necessary for the "in~ded purpose" ofthe software.
IV. Art. 82 - Abuse of a dominant position

'" cr. for similar situalions ECJ (1980) ECR 881 • Coditol\ and ECI (\982) ECR 338\ Coditolll
"'! Soo Bay, 9 Computer Law and Practice, 176, 180
,.. Soo tho Fourth Report of tho EC Commissioa on Competition Policy, p. 20, as woll as
Art. 2 (8) GER (Technology).

"'SooECJ, 1988 ECR260S· Warner Brothers; ECJ 1985 ECR260S -CinI!lheque.
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Criteria for the detennination oh dominant position are the market share and fuetors
like the technological lead of an undertaking and the absence ofpotentjlll competitorS2' 3•
Violations under Art. 82 coilcemthe imposition pf unfair purchase or selling prices,
clauses limiting production or distribution, the application ofdissimilar conditions to
equivalent transactions or the imposition of obligations and duties which have no
connection with the purpose of the agreement. Another typical case should also be

o~--~---~~~~~~~-~-~-~-~--~~~~~-mentioned;-namely-the-refusal-ofa1Danufacturerto-lICCept-a-dislributor-as-a-mem~~---~~-~--~-

of a selective distribution network if such dealer fulfills all criteria laid down in the
selective dislribution agreement. On the other hand, the mere existence of price
differentials for specific computer products, within and outside the European Union
cannot as such be regarded as an abuse under Art. 82. Higher distnbution costs
especially with respect to language adaptations and the smaller markets in Europe
cannot be compared with a dislribution situation in the US,...
The ECJ has repeatedly underlIDed that an abuse of a dominant position refers not
only to practices which may directly prejudice consumers but also covers conduct
which causes indirect prejudice by adversely affecting the structure of effective
competition, such as the granting ofrefunds or fidelity rebates. Elements which tend
to show that the company in question plays the role of the price leader are also
considered in this context. In the Hoffinann-LaRoche case the ECJ has also 1lIken
into account that the company was capable to preclude any 8ltempt of competition
due to its excellent dislribution and marketing organization.
In spite of heavy competition in both areas of hardware and software, the Commission considered in Computer Land that already a market share of 3 to 4 % was
significant'.,. Since an abuse under Art. 82 requires a dominant position it mostly
comes back to the definition of the relevant market where the Commission now
seems to 1lIke a more lenient approach. The fast product develppment as well as
price cuts which are daily events in this field are oertainly elements which speak
against market power of even the biggest manufacturers on the market. This is not
contradicted by the fuet that the financial and research barriers for this market are
substantial246•

An important question has been decided by the CFI of the ECJ, namely the relationship between Art. 81 and 86, more particularly, whether an exemption granted under
Art. 81 (3) precludes measures of the Commission under Art. 82. The Court
answered this question arguing that the purchase of an exclusive license by a
company with a dominant position on the market could violate Art. 82, if the
circumstances surrounding the acquisition have the effect of hindering the entIy of
new competitors and thereby weaken competition247•
w ECJ of13

February 1979 ·10 IlC 608 (1979) • Hoffinon".LaRoche.

... cr. also 1I1e legal and economic considerations by Bay, 9 1993 CompuJer Law and
Practice 176, 187 et seq.
W

European Commission 1987 OJ L 222/12. CompuJer Land

'" See Bay, 9 1993 Computer Law and Practice 176, 185 (1993): one must reckon
between 5 and 10 Min Dollars for marketing a new software product.

'" CFI 22 IlC 219,225 (1991)· TelTa Pal;
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. In an English case248 the so-c8lIed Euro-defenses were an issue. namely defenses
based on competition law in e.g. patent infringement actions. Judge Laddie refused
to bear a number of those defenses' e.g. breach of a dominant position, since the
patent owner is not required to grant a license on 1iIir and I'l'AlSOnable terms. except in
very extreme cases like the Magill case.

'" Philips Electronics NY v.lngman Ltd
Seite 60
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Article 28 (ex Article 30).

Qual'ltitative;restrictions ion iJllPQ~sancl~1J.
measures havingequivalen~~ffect.shaJ.l,be
prohibited between Member Stat~~~

Article 30 (ex Article 36}
The provisions of Articles 28 and 29 shall not
preclude prohibitions or restrictions on
imports,exp()rts or goods in transitjustitied
on grounds of public morality,public policy
or public securitY; .
the protection of health and life of humans,
animals or plants; the protection of national
treasures possessing artistic, historic or
archaeological value;
or the protection of industrial and
commercial m:!!}lerty.
Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not,
however, constitute a means of arbitrary
discrimination or a disguised restriction on
trade between Member States.
It is clear from Art. 36, in particular its second
sentence, as well as from the context, that whilst the
Treaty does not affect the .existence of rights
recognized by the legislation of a Member State in
matters of industrial and commercial property, yet
the exercise of these rights may nevertheless, depending on the circumstances, be affected by ~e prohibitions of the Treaty.

C

In as much as it provides .anexception

to one~fthe

erinciples of the Common :M:~rket; ~
~•.~. . in. fad only ~d1J.1~ts. dero~ations from the free
movement of goods where such derogations· are
justifiedf()r .the purpose ()f safegullrdiJlgrights
...~.~... .."'" . . . ·.···.;rlYllich'-collstitlI.!e~the.~~~ific'",sJlbj~ct.jn3tt~L()f ~~.. ~ ... ~~~.~.~~.~~_..
pr~perty ..
..

f1J.n4.aIl1~lltal

•••

A derogation, from the •• principle()f···tJI,e free
.m~vemen~ ()fgo~ds is not ju~titied where th~Product
has beenp1J.ton th.eIl1ar~et in ~ legal1J.1anner, by the
patentee himself or with his consent, in the Member
State from which it has been imported, iilparticul!ir
in tJl,ecase ofa proprietor ~f~lP!lI"811elpatellct
Theres1.llf>oftIie grant of a (sales) license· in a
Memb~r Stllte.istJl,lll.the .pat~ntee.>~n,noloD.g~r
prevent the sale oft~eprotect~d pro4uct thrQughout
the Common Market"
·ECJ 6 He 102 (l97S)-SternngUrug

Article8! (ex Article 85)
1. The followiIlg .shall be p.-obibited as
incompatible with the commQn market: a.ll
agreemen~sbetw~en underta~ngs, d~cisions by
"""--------------~------associations-o_f--"--u:nder__ta_k_ings-"--'--an-d"-'
- concer-ted~--~~
" practices which may affect trade between Member
States and which have as their object or effect the
prevention, restriction ordistorti?D ofc?mpetition
within thecomm()nmarket, and in particular
those which:
(a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling
prices or any other trading conditions,i
(b) limit or control production, markets, technical
development, -or investment;
(c) share lIlarkets or sOllrces of supply;
(d) 2!J!Ply dissimilar conditions to equivalent
transactions with other trading parties, thereby
placing them at a competitive disadvantage;
(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to
acceptance by the other parties of supplementary
obligations which, by their nature or according to
commercial usage, have no connection with the
subject of such contracts.

2. Any agreements or decisions prohibited
pursuant to this Article shall be automatically
void.

3. The provisions of paragraph 1 may,
however, .be declared inapplicable in the case
of:
-any • 2:igreeJ:lle*t()r cafegQry H~\3~reenu~nts
-~ . . . ·~_···~·~-~~·~-~et\ve~Jl2unc:lertakillgs;··· __ ·~_·~~~:'::"'~_·~·.~ ...~~.~ ... --.-~_._._---~ .
-any decision ·orcategory of\.c:lecisioJl~
associations of undertakings;

~y

-anyconeerted practice or eategory of
concerted practices, which contributes to
impro~ing the production or distributign of
:goodsor to prgJ:ll0ti9g technical or economic
progress, while allowing consumers a fair
sh,~re ofJhe resultiJlgbenefi~,and which does
not:
(a)impose on the undertakings concerned
restrktionswhich "arei not indisp~nsable to
the attainment ofthese objectives;
(b) a.fford'sllchl.lndertakings thepossibiliiji of
eliminating competition in. respectofa
substantial part of the products in question.

A,rticle82(ex A,rticle 86)
Any abuse by one or more undertakings of. a
donli?ant position ~thin the common .markefor
~~"~
ina substantial part of it~h~ll ~~p~~hi~it~~~~
~~"~~~]ncompatil)reWiffilli~common marI{eflnsofar~}fS~~~-~""~~"~"""~"-~
it may affect trade between Member States.
Such abuse may, in particular,consist in:
(a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair
purchase or selling pri~es or otherllnfair.trading
conditions;
(b) limiting production, markets or t.echni~al
development to the prejudice of conSumers;
(c) applying dissimilar· conditions to equivalent
transactions with other trading parties, thereby
placing them at a competitive disadvantage;
(d) making the conclusiollofcontractssubjecfto
acceptance by the other parties ofsnpplementary
obligations which, by their nature or according to
.c()mgtercb,J usage,<hav~ no connectioD with the
subject ofstlch colltracts.

c

(

"'..

(

c

The rules of the "Maize Seed"
decisionError! Bookmark not defined.
(a) The licensor may agree to the obligation not to
exploit thelicensedinvtmtion in the licensed territory

~~cc~~C~~~"~~~"~~~~Qr~part:thereoL~~~~~-~""~~~~"C""~"~~~~C".~~~C~"~~C
__~~"C~~Cc.~"~~~~~CC"~~_"~~~

(b) The licensee c~lDagree to the obligation not to use
or produce the patented article or process outside of
the licensed territory
(c) The licenseem~y al.so promise not to pllrsuesales
activities in th~ territory of other licensees, and
pa,rticularly not to eng~ge inadvertisiIlgspecifi.caUY
aiIDed at those territories or not to have a sales
office, etc.
(d) The licensee may agree to all obligation limited to
five years not to make any direct sales into the
territory of other licencees
(e) ACcording. to.theEuropeaIl > (:ourtsuch
obligations of the licens.ee are prohibited, under
which also the customers of the licensee are subject
to an export prohibition with respect to other
countries of the European Union, because this
amounts to a violation of Art. 85 (I) EEC Treaty.

__~

Art. 28, 30 EC Treaty - Exhaustion Rules

Error! Bookmark not defined: No
exhaustion

Exhaustion
(= no prohibition of parallel

( = prohibition of parallel imports imports and no additionallieens.e

enforceable)

fee possible)

no consent

(express) cqnsent

~~-~~~~~·_~·_~~~~--~~~-~_·_~~~~·jI:::M;O=d::j:fiCa=-~~ti;·o=n=o::;;f::;:-t::ra::d::e::ma:::::-Jk::-::;;if::=·=t~::;C;:;o~ns;:e;::n;:f::o:;r:;;rlg;:;1..'';·Ii~t;o:;;wn:;;;:e::r::o::r::~=:'I<:::~'"-::I.... ~.~...._...~_.~~~.~.~.~~_.~.~.
originally marketed under
different trademark (lack of
consent); if no misuse of right
("artificial partition")

(American Home, Hoffmann
LaRoche)
If consent only for sale outside

of the ED (no consent of
patentee)

(Tylosin)
.;

...•..

".

..

.... ....

Ifsale authoJi7.ed by national
compulsory license' (pharmon)

licensee with respect to first sale
(different royalty does not justif)
prohibition)
...-

(Sirena,SterlingDrug, Polydor,
Gema)
~ ..
Also if consent for sale in
countrywitholJt pate,.t
protection

(Merck)
License of right makes sale by
licensee lawful including exports
within ED (Allen & Hanbury's)

Consent under lawful restrictions Unlawful restriction of
according to competition law
production or customers cannot
prevent exhaustion
enforceable,·violation can be
prohibited (specific subject
matter of patent)
(Art. 3 GER-Technology)

(SACEM)
If first marketed outside ED by Conditional consent with respect
third parties layduUy, but without to different q~lity sta,.dard

consent; e.g. in a country without leads to exhaustion
amerco)
patent protection (EM/)

Period of exemption for pure patent license agreement

......

(

.
I

Error!Bookmark not
definedKind ofrestriction

.

AnGER
(Technology)

Period ofexemption

.

•

Life of patent in the . 1 (1) lin
crespective·territories··· ·conjunction
with 1 (2)
(cf. also 3(7)
and 8(3»

Sole license
.....

2. Promise of non-use by
licensor

.as underl
....

1 (1)2 in
conjunction .•
with 1 (2)
1 (1)3 in
conjunction
with 1 (2)

3. Promise pfoon-use by li- as under 1
censee for the territory of
licensor
.

1 (1) 4 in ..
conjunction
with 1 (2)

4. Promise of non-use by li- as under 1
censee for territory of other
.
licensee
.

1 (1)5in
conjunction
with 1 (2)

5. Prohibition of active
sales within territory of
other licensee

as under 1

6. Export prohibition for
licensee (passive sale)

5 years from firstmar- 1 (1) 6 in
keting of licensed
conjunction.
product, if patent is in with 1 (2)
force in respective
country

•••

7. Obligation on licensee to as under 1
use licensor's tradernalX
..

8. Limitation of production· as under 1
under certain conditions
...

1(1)7 in
conjunction
with 1(2) .
1 (1) 8 in
conjunction
with 1 (2)

..

Period of exemption for pure know-how agreement
......

. .

Period of
exemption

1. Sole license

1 (1) 1 in conf'll'st,ma~keting""" junction"with"
of licensed prod- 1 (3)
(cf. also 3(7)
uct within EU
by one of
and 8(3»
licensees
10 years from

"

..

!

AnGER
(Technology)

Error! Bookmarknot
defined.Kind of
restriction

2. Promise of non-use
by licensor

10 years as
under 1.

1 (1) 2 in conjunction with
1(3)

3. Promise of non-use
by licensee for the
territory of licensor

10 years as
under 1.
..

1 (1) 3 in conjunction with
1(3)

4. Promise of non..use 10 years as
by licensee for territory under 1
of other licensee

1 (1) 4 in conjunction with
'1 (3)

5. Prohibition of active 10 years as
sales within territory of under 4.
other licensee

1 (1)5 in conjunction with
1 (3)

6. Export prohibition
for licensee (passive
sale)

5 years as under 1 (1) 6 in con1.
junction with
. 1 (2)

7. Obligation on
licensee to use
licensor's trademark

Life of the
agreement if
know-how
remains secret

1 (1) 7 in conjunction with
,1 (3)

8. Limitation of
production under

Life of agreement if know-

1 (1) 8 in con,junction with

~.

Icertain CQllditio.lls

11 (3)

l'hoW secret

I

Period of exemption fo~ mixed patent alld kn0w-bow~greement
Period of exemption for mixed license agreement

(
Error! Bookmark not Period ofexemption
definedKind of
restriction

AnGER

(Technology)

~1~Sole-Ucense-~-'----'~ -Iife-or-patelltin--~~--~ ~1~{l)~lin-con--

respective country,
minimum 10 years
from fmt marketing
of licensed product
by one licensee

junction with 1
(4)
(cf. also 3(7)
and 8(3»

2. Promise of nonuse by licensor

as under 1.

1 (1) 2 in conjunction witb 1
(4)

3. Promise of non-

as under 1.

1 (1) 3 in conjunction witb 1
(4)

4.Promise of non-use as under 1.
by licensee for
tenitory of anotber
licensee

1 (1) 4 in conjunction witb 1
(4)

5. Prohibition of
active sales policy
within tenitory of
other licensee

1 (1) 5 in conjunction witb 1
(4)

use by licensee for
the tenitory of
licensor

as under 1.

6. Export prohi-bition 5 years from first
1 (1) 6 in confor licensee (passive marketing within EU junction witb 1
sale)
by one of
(4)
licensees????

7. Obligation on

as under 1 ????

licensee to use
licensor's mark

8. Limitation of

as under 1 ???

,

1 (1) 7 in conjunction witb 1
(4)
1 (1) 8 in con-

'

..

r---:::---:----:---r---

pmductic)J) under
certainconditioDS

-----r-:---:-

:-:'"""-:--lI..

. . junction ~thl
•
(4) .

(

